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Getting 
around 
campus 
Vehicles necessity for 
University workers 
BY JENNIFER PERYAM 
ADMINISTRATION EDITOR 
Mainrenance vehicles help make 
Eastern easier on rhe eye, but also allow 
rhe drivers to gee rhe job done futtt 
"Maintenance vehicles have been at 
Eastern since I got here in 1983." said 
Jeff Cooley, vice president for business 
affillrs. These vehicles allow workers co 
have a quicker response time by being 
able to carry cools and supplies with 
rhem from job co job. 
Maintenance vehicles range from 
pickup trucks, ATVs to smaller cars, 
-.-1-~ L'lW1lDCl'S, pamtcts, dcc-
CWLY EASTERN NE\NS ILLUSTRATION BY MATT MEINHEIT 
aicians and roofm all use rhesc vehicles 
to complete jobs on Eastern's campus. 
Claims business takes advantage of students "The vehicles come from Springfield so they are state-owned, and we can uade them in ac no cost," 
said JoAnne Thill, account tcclmician 
at Eastern. Ir A5HuY STALLINGS 
IMWRJTER 
As srudcnts move coward life in the real world, 
bcgi.n co worry about finding suitable jobs. 
One company that seems co attract college sru-
and graduates is Vector Marketing. a oompa-
diat sd.ls Cucco kjcchcn knife sets. 
Scudents Against Vector Exploitation and for-
Vcaor employees said Vector is a fraudulent 
.. npariy set our to deceive srudcncs and college 
Oiad ~ius, public relations spokesman for 
and former Vector worker, said Vector has 
deceiving srudems for years through adver-
ts, swing they offer customer service and 
work in housewares and sporting goods wirh-
• no door-to-door sales or cdemarkccing. 
8Jr was in training chat I found out I had to call 
up and solicit sale pitch appoinanencs, even 
{Vector) said 'no telemarketing,'" Hasselius 
" ... I never came back; 
especially after knowing I'd been 
lied to several times." 
CHAO HASSWUS, FOIMB VECTOll EMPlOVEE 
ANO SAVE SPOKESMAN 
said "I was dead sec against tclcmarlcecing. as I find 
it intrusive, and I never came back, especially after 
knowing f d been lied co several times." 
Vector workers are hired as independent con-
aactors, making them ineligible for minimum 
wage and pay fur training or mcccings, Hassdius 
said. 
Lauren Katt, who was also a foaner Vector 
worker, bas co-founded SAVE to try and procca 
srudcncs from klosing chcir time and money." 
SAVE's ~cb sire bas an anti-Vector petition 
wirh almooc 3,000 signatures from other srudencs 
who want to work with SAVE's campaign, 
Hassdius said 
Katz filed a complaint wirh rhe New York 
Department of Labor to gain compensation for 
her training and working hours. Katz said she 
received a letter from Vector that they did nor 
acknowledge any wrongdoing. and she could nor 
seek further legal action. 
Katz said Vector cvcnrually compensated her 
but told her it was fur "unresolved matters." 
In an article published in rhe CorneO Daily Sun, 
Sarah Andrus, director of academic programs and 
spokeswoman fur Vector, said Katz never filed a 
suit against Vector. 
Andrus also said, "in cases where there is no 
wrongdoing on {Vector's) part. {Vector) will some-
times provide a small amount in compensation 
because someone was cfugrunded." 
SEE SAVE PAGE 9 
THE ROAD LESS TAKEN 
Student uses long 
weekend to aid 
hurricane victims 
While many srudems went home for labor Day 
.-imio, Lindsy Embree, a senior sociology major, 
a call on Sunday evening saying she would be 
· fur Atlanta and then Florida Monday after-
noon. This aip was no v:icacion, though. 
Embree left for twO Mdcs co help hurricane vic-
tims in Florida. 
"At firstwcweresupposed to Stay there fora week, 
but rhcn we were asked to stay for two wcdcs," said 
Embree. 
Embree said her stay was c:xtendcd because 
Hurricane Frances was following Otatlie and was 
c:xpccted co do damage to rhc same area where 
Embree was St2}'ing. 
Over rhc ~ month, Florida has been hit wirh 
rhrcc hurricanes: Omlic, Frances and Ivan. 
To hdp the victims, the Douglas County Medical 
Reserve Core, which is located in Twcola. sent 22 
-.oluncccrs, including .Embree, to hel.p florida rcsi-
dcms dean up the damage the hwricancs left 
behind 
"I like hdping people," Embree said "I fed vol-
untttring is a bumble experience." 
Embree said she aies to volunteer as much as she 
can. 
Janet Cosbcy, an Eastern sociology professor, said 
she met Embree rhc fuse time last April when both 
participated in the March for Women's Lives. 
SU ROAD PACE 9 
Eastern pays $1 ()() per year per vehi-
cle, and workers can trade the vehicle 
in when it no longer operates, Thill 
said of rhe vehicles chat come from 
Central Management Services in 
Springfield 
The cosr of gasoline, repairs and 
insurance on the vehicles can vary. 
"We spent $85,000 on gasoline, 
$150,000 on repairs and about $3.300 
on insurance to cover these vehicles 
last full, .. Thill said 
"I have a vehicle chat bas 161,000 
miles. It's well-used. but wcll-main-
cained," said subforeman for renova-
tions Sandy Wright. "Maintenance 
vehicles are used for tbrcc di.ffcrent 
projects within my dcpamnent," 
Wright said 
There is one vehicle used for gener-
al painters, who paint academic units. 
There are tbrcc vehicles used for bond 
revenue projects chat deal wirh hous-
ing projects and two vehicles used for 
rcnovarions chac need to be completed 
on the spur of rhc moment. 
"We used rhe vehicles to aid in our 
work on projcas, such as painting 
Taylor Hall Sourh chis past summer, 
and are now working evcnin~ paint-
ing offices and classrooms in academic 
afFairs," Wright said. 
The Hect of vehicles will sec action 
during the painting of Stcvcru0n Hall 
and Taylor Hall North chis sununer. 
"These vehicles are like a small 
workshop so workers don't have to run 
back and forth getting supplies," 
Wright said. Everything from drop 
dorhs and ladders are carried in these 
vehicles." Wright said 
--
A-._ 
FIVE-DAY OUTLOOK 
TODAY FRIDAY SATURDAY SUNDAY MONDAY 
86 83 11 75 75 
60 51 46 46 47 
Mostly sunny Isolated T-Storms Sunny Sunny Sunny 
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PEOPLE IN THE NEWS 
Springsteen shows TV 
whose the boss 
AIR TIME ONLINE 
POLL 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NEW YORK - Bruce Springsteen, who onc.e 
bemoaned che television wasreland in his song "57 
Channels," offered some fresh criticism of che small 
screen and its political coverage: enough with partisan 
politics and "Fear Facror," lee's focus on the faces. 
"Things are disrorred by ratings and by ~oney to 
where you're getting one hour of che political conven-
tions," Springsteen says in an interview for the Occ. 14 
issue of Rolling Scone magazine. "No matter how 
staged they are, I chink they're a linJe more imporram 
than people eating bugs." 
The New Jersey rocker also offered harsh words for 
the Bush administration and its efforts co "sanitize" cov-
erage of the war in Iraq. 
"The fucc char the· administration refused to allow 
photographs of che Bag-draped coffins of returning 
dead, char the president hasn't shown up for a single 
military funeral for the young people who gave their 
lives for his policies, is disgraceful,~ Springsteen says. 
THE ANDY GRIFFITH STATUE 
CouN M cAUU FFE/Tl-tE CWLY EASTIRN NEWS 
Tbisweekweatk 
our readers how 
they feel about 
our faculty diver· 
sjfy and the 39 
percent of new 
tenure-track 
faculty memben 
that are minori-
ties. 
Al It's a step in the 
right direction, 
but Eastern has a 
long way to go. 
B) Eastem's iacul~ 
diversity is about 
where it should 
be. 
MOUNT AIRY, N.C. - Andy Griffith is coming 
home Friday, when he will unveil a 1V Land srarue 
chat's a copy of the one that the cable network placed in 
Raleigh last full. 
At 120 feet above the ground, Rob Lovings, of Mid-America Tower Service in Mohame, attaches angle adapters for 
cell phone antennas to the radio tower outside Buzzard Hall. The adapters provide service for Sprint. 
0 Eastern's facul 
ty is too diverse 
and doesn't reileo 
the student body 
D) It's about time 
diversity 
increased. Eastein 
is way behind the 
times. 
WTF? 
VOTE@ 
WWW.THE· 
DAILYEASTERN-
NEWS.COM 
In Wednesday's edition of The Daily Eastern News an 
arricle on page three contained several inaccuracies. 
Saggy pants solution - duct tape 
The article titled "International Admissions seeks 
new director" incorrectly identified acting director of 
international admissions Bill Elliott as Bill Ellioc. 
Elliocc is cited attributing a decrease in international 
students ac Eastern to tuition increases; he acrually cred-
ited che clecrease to foreign perc.eptions of the Unired 
States as not being as wdcoming as ic onc.e was. 
El.lion was also cited saying international enrollment 
at University of Illinois is down 20 percent chis year. He 
said international applications were down. 
The arride also states Flliott has visited communiry 
c.olleges in 23 countries. FJ.liot has visited colleges, nor 
commu.µiry colleges, in 23 countries in his entire career. 
Regulations affecting international scudenrs, 
Optional Protocol Training, was incorrectly identified 
as che Opinional Protocol Training program. 
Anu Pradhan was quoted in che same story and was 
incorrectly identified as a secretary for che international 
admissions program; Pradhan is a political science grad-
uate StUdenc. 
THE AsSOCIATEO PRESS 
DUNLAP, Ind. - An outraged fucher of a sevench-
grader says an assistant principal duce-raped his son's 
pants to keep them from sagging then sent him back co 
class. 
Scocc Allison told the Concord School Board on 
Monday chat his 12-year-old son, Spene.er, said last 
week rhac a teacher asked him to lift his shirr after she 
noticed the boy's underwear was showing above his 
panes, a violation of Concord Junior High School's 
dress code. 
She sent him to Assistant Principal Patricia Walters, 
who told Spencer to pull up his pants and ruck in his 
shirr, Allison said. 
TODAY'S EVENTS 
"She then proceeded to duce tape his waist, three 
times around che waist," said Allison. "Then she sent 
him back to class, in from of his peers." 
He said he worried his son would be mocked by his 
classmates ac the school in the town about 20 miles ease 
of South Bend. 
"This outrages me and shocks me," Allison said. 
Allison also said that Spencer's underwear would not 
have been exposed if che shirr was left down. 
"I don't understand what motivated her co ask him to 
lift up his shin," he said. 
Board President Randall Myers said the board would 
not discuss personnel issues in public. Junior high 
Principal Kevin Caird said srudenr discipline is confi-
dential 
COUNTING 
DOWN 
1 
Days until Yorn 
Kippur. 
WORD 
DU JOOR 
Yom Kippur 
In the Sepe. 21 edition of The News, an item in cam-
pus clips on page nine incorrectly identified che sponsor 
of a blood drive. :leta Phi Beta was incorrectly identi-
fied as Beta Phi Beta. 
TKttNOl.OCY DAY I A.M. UNIVDISfTY UNt<>N, GJWa) 8.w.aooM 
1. a Jewish holiday 
observed with 
fasting and pra)9' 
on the 10th dayd 
lishri in accordara 
with the rites 
described in 
Leviticus 1.6 -
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Students go wild for Guerilla Girls STUDENT SENATE Voter bylaw 
IY CHRIS WAlDEN 
STAff \\IRIT£R 
Abouc 150 people wenc bananas for the 
Guerrilla Girls Wednesday night, and 20 more 
were left withour sears ro the packed show. 
The Guerrilla Girls is a rrio of anonymous 
women who rour rhe world protesting "against 
racism, discrimination and sexism," according to 
one of rhe group members who refused to be 
identified. 
The Guerrilla Girls adopted rheir name from 
meir costumes of gorilla face masks, which they 
wear co conceal their identities. 
"We wear our masks everywhere wirh us. I 
sleep and drive wirh it on. Even when we're crav-
ding, we book our seats on flights and have our 
travel agenr black ouc our names on rhe list," said 
one of rhe Guerrillas after rhe 7 p.m. pecform-
ance at rhe Tarble Arts Cenrer. "It's noc abour 
m." 
Two of rhe primary concerns of che presenta-
oon was coo few published playwrighcs and 
mists are women, and arr museums are lacking 
art concemjng women. 
"For example, in rhe Metropolitan Museum of 
ht," one of the Guerrillas said, "less than 5 per-
crnt of artists are women, but more rhao 85 per-
cmt of the nudes are female." 
The Guerrilla Gills are proud to be feminjscs. 
"Though many people are afraid of being 
labded a feminise, it's OK," said one of the 
Guerrillas during rhe hour-long event. 
The Guerrilla Girls occasionally deviated from 
lrious copies by incorporaring humor and jokes 
i110 their arguments. 
The Guerrillas' jnformational presentation 
lnnched out lacer in the everung to cell srudents 
about che lack of equality berween men and 
C4RRllE Houis/THE D-\ILY EASTERN NEWS 
Members of the Guerilla Girls talk about discrimi-
nation during their performance Wednesday 
evening at Tarble Arts Center. 
women, not only in the United Scates, but also 
around the world. 
Many of rhe Guerrilla Girls' posrers and fliers 
were also shown ar rhe presentation, adding to 
their argument more scarisrical information 
abour rhe unequal rreatmenc women have 
received. 
One flier described underage girls working in 
the sex industry in Sourh Korea. 
According to rhe Guerrilla Girls rhe same 
poscer was banned during rheir performance in 
South Korea because the information was too 
shocking to Sourh Korean aurhoricies. 
The Guerrilla Girls blamed the Bush adminis-
tration for not doing anyrhing ro help cbc rights 
of women and encouraged students to "go out 
cbere and vote!" 
However, rhe Guerrilla Girls said throughout 
their presentation char they were not "men-
hacers." 
The Guerrilla Girls have been protesting rhe 
unequal rights of women since 1985 and just 
started performing on college campuses. 
"Unforrunacely, we couldn't gee enough fund-
ing cogerher to bring (the Guerrilla Girls] last 
year for Women's History Month," said Diana • 
Slaviero, director of Women's Studies and organ-
izer of the presencation. 
"They really are cult figures. We got a lot of 
calls coming in ahead of time as soon as we 
announced che Guerrilla Gills were coming co 
Eastern." said Slaviero. 
All 150 sears in rhe audirorium were filled for 
the free show, and about 20 more people were 
waiting outside cbe door. 
"I've been ready for chem since the 80s when 
they started going on tour. Their presentation 
was asrute and a very informative commentary," 
said Julie Campbell, assistant English professor 
who attended the event. 
"I wasn't sure what I was coming to tonight," 
sajd Bloomington residenr Chelsea Waller. 
"They had a Joe of good information. They man-
aged co calk about serious scuff wirh humor. le 
was fun being made more aware of the problems 
our rhere while laughing." 
The Guerrilla Girls also disrribuced bananas to 
audience members before the show. 
change 
approved 
BY JAClYN GORSKI 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR 
The Srudenc Senace Wednesday 
approved a bylaw change rhac will 
hdp register students ro voce. 
The Student Senate discussed 
the Srudent Accion Team's bylaws. 
The Student Acrion Team will 
represent scudenc government 
through lobbying and voter regis-
rration, said Scudenc _ Senate 
Speaker Ryan Berger. 
"The Scudent Action Team 
already had ics bylaws approved, 
we're just adding rhe voter registra-
tion," sajd Adam Howell, executive 
vice president of rhe studenr body. 
The voter registration committee 
will consist of all the members of 
the Scudenc Action Team, Howell 
sajd. 
"Voter registration is one of rhe 
things chat is involved in the 
Student Action Team," Howell 
sajd. 
The Student Senate's commircees 
are working on individual projects. 
Lorune Larson, the external rela-
tions committee chajr, met with 
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill co 
discuss bar hours in Charlescon. 
The external relations committee 
is working toward getting. ~he:. 
"'-··- - ..J · - --J--1 - -
Painting explores me, love and feminism a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays. "The mayor seems to be com-plecely behind it," Larson sajd. 
Assistant art professor Jenny Chi is looking 
1 the 12rh century for inspiration on a mod-
issue: feminism. 
Chi has been workjng on a painting that will 
lie on display at the Women's Resource Center 
•March 2005. The painting portrays 12rh 
tury French philosopher Peter Abelard and 
· lover, Heloise. Their relationship is consid-
one of the most rragic love affairs in histo-
A native of Taiwan, Chi received her master's •in fine arcs from the School of Figurative 
of the New York Academy of Art in 1998. 
She has worked at Eastern since 2002, ceach-
courses in painting and drawing. 
"She's an oucstanding teacher," sajd Glenn 
, chair of rhe art department. "She's a firsc-
draftsman, and she is able co convey that 
ledge co the students." 
Chi describes her painting style as Italian 
.mall. ;sance, which she says is rare because ic is 
difficult co master and market. She 
received a faculty research 
grant in rhe summer co help 
fund rhe project. 
"I've been workjng on 
chis painting for months 
and monrhs for hundreds 
and hundreds of hours," 
Chi said. 
"I djdn'r care if I got a 
grant or nor. I wanted ro 
finish it. Ir should be fin-
ished withln a couple of weeks." 
JENNY CHI, 
ASSISTANT ART 
Abelard was a philosopher in cbe 12rh cenru-
ry, and Heloise was cbe educated niece of a 
powerful church official. They secretly married, 
bur Abelard was anacked by Heloise's uncle 
when he discovered theil relationsrup. 
They spent the rest of their lives in monaster-
ies, writing a series of letters rhac have survived 
. as imporcanr philosophical and historical docu-
ments. 
Chi first heard the scory of Abelard and 
Heloise from another professor and was 
inspired. She said she often painrs the subjects 
of romance and feminism, but usually cakes her 
scenes &om myrhology rarher than history. 
The painring shows Abelard and Heloise in 
bed cogerher, surrounded by items that symbol-
ize important themes from their Lives such as 
love letters, a crucifix and a lyre. 
Chi sajd everythlng in the painting was cho-
sen for its connection co the lives of her subjects 
and should not be caken licerally. The irems are 
not necessarily historically accurate. The letters 
in the painting are her own personal letters. 
The painting is being composed in Chi's sru-
dio on campus at cbe Burl Ives Arc Studio Hall. 
Chi keeps a journal of her pajnting as it pro-
gresses, keeping derailed notes on everyrhing 
from the specific colors used co the meaning of 
symbolism. She prefers to work late ar nighc, 
between mjdnighc and 3 a.m., for lighting pur-
poses. 
After the painting is displayed at the 
Women's Resource Center, it will go co Tarble 
Arts Center on campus. 
While she appreciates the painting can reach 
:r wide audience with ics feminist theme, Chi 
says thac painring to her is a personal art. 
"In the end, I paint for myself," Chi said. 
The mayor suggested extending 
the hours on Thursdays, but bar 
owners sajd it would be a waste, 
Larson sajd. 
The student relations committee 
is working on an online grievance 
program for srudencs. 
The program is designed for stu-
dents to post problems they notice 
around campus. The Srudenc 
Senate will then pose a response 
saying what actions are bcing taken 
to fix the problem, sajd Andrew 
Berger, scudent relations commit-
cee chajrs. 
"le was brought ro my attention 
chat there mighc be some legal 
issues," Berger said. 
Berger said he was cold char as 
long as Students know their prob-
lems will not be confidential, there 
should not be any legal problems. 
The Studenr Senate meets at 7 
p.m. Wednesday in ArcolafTuscola 
Room in the Martin Luther King 
Jr. University Unjon. 
J2<l>E J2<1>E J2<l>E l:Cl>El:<I>E J2<I>E J2<I>E L<l>E L<l>E 
LADIES 
NIGHT 
"An EIU tradition" 
BingOatthe 
M~ 
Sigma Phi Epsilon 
~<I>E 
$3.M Big Guy Little Guy 
$2 . .s.2 Stoli Flavors 
;t
1 
$3.22 Double Vodka Gin Rum Mixers 
\ ~) $1 .@ Drafts 
$4.2.Q Burger Fry Draft All Day 
DJ Sqweaks 9 - CL 
NO COVER NO COVER NO COVER 
I 
Join us this 
Thursday for 
cash prizes,drink 
specials, and a 
great time! ! 
G~ 1~*MUST BE 21* 
Fall Recruitment 
Tonight 5-8 p.m. at the Sig Ep house 
(Red brick house off of Greek Court) 
Free Little Caesars Pizza 
2003 & 2004 Greek Week Champions 
First in Grades 2003 and 2004 ~ 
Top 3 in IM sports last 3 years , 
Largest Fraternity Nationwide 
For rides or info. call Adam @ 309-264-7951 
l<l>E J2<l>E l<l>E l<l>E J2<l>E l<l>E r<I>E r<I>E !<l>E 
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COLUMN 
Moore is less 
than ethical 
MICHAEL 
ScHROEOER 
SENIOR HISTORY 
EDUO.TION MAJOR 
Schroeder 
is city reporter 
for The DailJ 
Eastern News. 
• 
Eastem's Apporcionment Board is set co decide ac 
7 p.m. tonight in che Tuscola-Arcola Room of che 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union whether or 
not they should pay Michael Moore with srudent fees 
co come speak at Eastern. All are invited to attend and 
voice their opinion. 
To allow Moore co speak would be a huge mistake. 
In no way should this university or any ocher organi-
7.ation financially support an individual like Moore, 
who has no respect for honesty, integrity or ethics. 
The amount of lies, deceit and dirty-<!diting tricks 
in his documentaries are vast and numerous. He has 
spliced sentences and manufu:tured headlines in 
newspapers. He has cropped and quickly edited pic-
rures to make President George W Bush look like he's 
relaxing alone on vacation instead of meeting with 
Tony Blair. 
Moore's &cts have been proven wrong by staunch 
Bush critic Richard Clarke, che bi-partisan 9/11 
Commission and easily ac.c:cssible records - be they on 
paper. voice recordings or video. I could go on forever, 
but that has already been done. 
Somemav lall2ho.IF this colwnn, ~that I, being 
conservative, just do not w.mc to hear the opinions of 
the ocher side. This is fur &om the crut.b. I love listening 
to people who disagree with me; ir makes one smarter. 
The only requirement is chat they back up their opin-
ions with fua:s - not lies and distortion. This is a ques-
tion of ethics, of which Michael Moore has none. 
In Moore's film "Fahrenheic 
''This ii a question 
of ethics, of which 
Moore has none." 
9/11," footage of U.S. Air Force 
Maj. Gregory Stone's funeral at 
Arlington National Cemetery was 
used ro ClCpl'CS$ the sorrow of losing 
a soldier chat now over 1,000 
American fu.milies have bad to go 
through. 
le was well done, except for 
Moore did not ask for permission &om Stone's fumily 
co use the footage in his film. When che Srone family 
objccred to the clips of the fumily grieving in the 
movie, Moore ignored them. While this is not an ouc-
ri#c lie, it is as pathetic and exploitive as any human 
being can be. 
When coupled with the title of his previous film 
"Bowling for Columbine," it is quire obvious that Mr. 
Moore enjoys taking American tragedies and using 
their name and the associated sorrow for his own per-
sonal gain 
We, as a university, need to put the srudent's money 
toward someone who, no matter what their opinion is, 
supporcs ic with facts and does noc exploit lost 
American lives for their own financial gain. 
Of course Michael Moore's response to all this criti-
cism has been silence. Why? Because he doesn't care. 
Moore does not care chac his "documentary" is a dis-
grace supported by lies, spliced sentences and clever 
truth-masking editing. 
He's getting paid, he knows his Goebbels-like propa-
ganda film has no legirirnacy, but che conrrovei:sy sup-
ported by the star power of the Hollywood political left-
wing will make him a fonune. Like btJ& co che z.apper, 
enough lemmings will and have flocked to the theaters 
and lecrure halls co make him his monl!}: 
Currently the only road block co Michael Moore 
spreading his propaganda to Easrern is finances -i.e. 
our money. I hope Shannon Brcnde, lccrures coordi-
naror, the Apportionment Board and Eastern students 
exerme their backbone and bram by not playing into 
che rrap chac has sucked m many Arneric.ms and now 
sucked in che local College Democrats. the Uni,ersicy 
Board, s~me f~1~tcm laculn members and Ad:im 
EDITORIAL CARTOON BY KATIE GILLEN 
EDITORIAL 
Opinion page editor, Hou.Y HENSCHEN 
Editor in chief, MATT MBNHBT 
Managing editor, ]<MQutN OotOol 
Assislant managing editor, MATT WIWAMS 
News editor, kEvlN SAMPUR 
Associate news editor, JENNIFER CHWUEU.O 
Sports editor, AARoN SBDUl2 
111meinlltit@yahoo.com 
Benifits of Moore discussion 
The man most people seem to love or bare 
could visit Eastern. Aw.ud - winning filmmaker, 
author and concroversial activist Michad Moore, 
may speak at the university if the effurcs of the 
Stud<=< &-..ion T-..n, Uuivcr.iicy Boo.rd and 
College Democrats pay ofE This is just che cure 
Easrem needs for the ailmenc of srudenc apathy. 
At issue 
Several 
university 
groups are 
lobb}'ing to 
onng Michael 
Moore to 
campus in his 
campaign to 
sway swing 
slates. 
Our stance 
The benefits of 
political debate 
surrounding the 
appearance of 
a well-known 
speaker are 
vital to 
reducing 
apathy. 
ocher politic ally-motivated university groups. 
Debate and dissent are che foundations of the 
laws by which we live every day. Any cin:um-
scancc chat encourages these practices will no 
doubt enliven the lacking srudent interest in pol-
icies chat plagues campuses and communities 
aC['()$ the nation. Moore's appearance ar Eastern 
would promote a lively evenc sure co linger in dr 
memories of students and community members 
for years ro come. 
Moore's blatandy partisan use of the media ~ 
heralded as crafumanship by some and rcgankd 
as abuse by ochers. Wdooming such a well-
known figure to campus is sure to draw the 
attention of srudents who may otherwise ~ 
over vital dection issues. Students will be advan-
ragcd co think critically and analyze their own 
belie& while hearing chose of ochers in the deba 
Moore, in an attempt to persuade vocers in 
swing srms before the Nov. 2 dections, is visit-
ing universities co present his views co students. 
While many speakers stick co the podiums of 
larger universities such as University oflllinois 
Urbana-Champaign and Southern Illinois 
University c.arbondale, Moore is willing to visit 
any university chat will have him. Eastern should 
take advantage of this situation to maximize the 
interest of srudents, and community members 
who, whether supporters or opponents of 
Moore, will benefit &om exposure to the politi-
cal passion chat cmainly envelop che event. 
chat will swdy ensue surrounding Moore's pomi-
ble appearance at Easccm. 
Moore's possible appearance, to be held Sun., Oct. 10 in 
lanczArcna will be free to srudencs and $5 ro the general 
public. Voting registration tables are reru:ativdy scheduled 
to be included in the event, as well as involvcmenr from 
The editariaJ is the majority opinion of 
The Daiiy &stern News edmiriaJ board. 
YOUR TURN: LETfERS TO THE EDITOR 
PARKING PROiLEM 
WORTHY OF ENVY 
Since I staro:d here as an undergradu-
ate, fve been daunred by problem after 
problem on campus. I enrounrered my 
fust scruggle as I suffu-ed chrough n0t 
having a "real" library fur yeus, never 
C\'Crl seeing Booth unril my days as an 
u~. I waded through the 
~pland we call E.a.srem and che 
screams we called sidewalks almoo: buy-
ing waders to combar rain rather chan 
an umbrella~. 
rvc warched buildings bum and 
stand empt)\ making d1e campus look 
like a Central Illinois "ghetto." Abo, 
though not alfa:ting me dircaiy, I've 
wan:bed my peers combat getting co 
~ in remore buildings chat used co 
be grocery srores, crying desperately co 
makeicto~ 
Latdy, ~. whar fu goes beyond 
empty buildings or flooded sidewalks is 
che n~-encling parking problem. I 
remember envying chose who~ 
an upper-dasmian parking pennir park-
ing in th~ dose lots with empcy spaces 
and no worries abour finding a spot. 
Now nobody can envy being an upper-
ciasl.man, finding myself unable co 
locare parking, and ifrm lucky, parlcq 
in the loo located in bufu nowhere. 
Not only is this inronvmient, but 
simply planning an ema 10 or 15 min-
un:s into my schedule ro drive around 
and find a spot is a pain. But, bey. rm 
noc here co whine, simply co poinr 
attention to this every-increasing prol>-
lem wich hopes char ac some poinc mi 
there might be some resolution in siglr 
fur us commuters. 
Let's bring back the up~an 
envy! 
BIOLO<.K \I SC IEN<..E GRADI \1 ~ 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR ThC' Da I~ Ea-tPr NC\'' accept t .. n n; 
to the ed11or arfclre<<m~ lc..:.11 slate national and 1rwrrati n, I 1s,ue• 
They 'hnuld bi: les~ than 250 \\Ord~ md inc ..1d th auth r arre 
,; lephone nur-..ll<'r 811Q .1cldre"· StudC'n ~hould nd1c,i1,1.> lhc• r ar m 
' hQ( I ,md rr illl,lf f;icult)." lrn n1~trJ11on ~ d tafl ould di .allc 
their p<Ntion <1nd department letter< who<e author,; c.rnn 
f1ed "ill not he printed \Ve thNve- tht; right tn ed11 1ct1ers It 
Letter~ .in Ix sent to The D.11/1 fam>rn Nl."I• at 1811 Buzzard 
Hall Ch~rleston IL 61920· r.ix<.o(l to .!I- ~81-~<J;?J 
mmeinheit@yahoO.com. 
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Students able 
to shop 
for volunteer 
opportunities 
at mall fair 
IY Mlowl ScHROEOEl 
OTYmio. · · R 
Srudencs looking for a local, charica-
blc organization to dedicate their time 
an attend che Board and Volunteer 
Fair at the Cross Counry Mall in 
Mattoon. 
The Board and Volunceer Fair, 
which will run from 10 a.m. co 7 p.m., 
Will be an opporrunicy for scudencs co 
Ille what groups are available," said 
Cliriscine Betters, a member of the 
Lumpkin Family Foundation in 
Mattoon, who was incegral in planning 
dit cvcnt. 
The Board and Volunceer Fair is a 
put of che annual Business Exposicion 
dw has been held for many years, 
Baters said. The Expo brings about 
100 businesses together from che sur-
IDWldi.ng six counties to the mall to 
abibit what their companies have to 
Gier. 
The Expo had several non-profic 
poups in che past, so this year it was 
decided co creace a non-profir group 
portion of the Exposition as well, 
latcrs said. 
Big Brother Big Sister is one charica-
We group chat has been co the Expo in 
years and will pamcipate m the 
loud and Volunceer Fair chis year. 
Toq Lawerence, executive director of 
lllinois Big Brother Big Sister, 
they arc exciced about chc event 
the extra exposure they expect 
it. She explained chis secup wich 
businos expo will be an added 
us because chey will be able to give 
arion out co the local business-
Lawerence said their organization 
draws from Eastern scudencs. 
"We were at Pantherpaloou and had 
loc of interest, and arc hearing from 
students) as chey scrrle in," he 
County Mall, uciliz.ing che open 
in the mall and che area formally 
pied by the Walgreens store, 
said. 
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Christian Campus House exparids for worship 
Bv D AN LADEVR 
STAFF W!UTfR 
The Chrisrian Campus House 
is currently in the process of 
expanding ics place of worship co 
fit the needs of ics students. 
Located ac 2231 S. Fourth St., 
che Christian Campus House has 
begun construction of an addi-
tion onco ics currenc building. 
The goal of chis addicion is co 
allow more room for scudents co 
gather for worship on Sunday 
mornings and bible study on 
Wednesday nighcs. 
Unique Homes is chc concrac-
tor of chc construction project, 
which has a current estimacc of 
$425,000. Most of che funding 
was raised from churches, indi-
viduals and alumni. Roger 
Songer, campus minister for 
Christian Campus House, said 
funding chat wasn'c raised was 
borrowed. 
C AHIE H OUISllHE C:WLY EASTERN NE\NS 
Students walk into the entrance of the Christian Campus House Wednesday evening. Construction of a new addi-
tion to the buildinc is underway. 
Talks of building an addicion 
began cighc years ago, bur 
Christian Campus House started 
raising funds and putting plans 
imo action three and a half years 
ago, Songer said. 
lore on the Web 
Christian Campus House M•"' campu5-house.com. 
now. The new construction is 
going co open up a loc more 
space." 
Currcncly Chriscian Campus 
House is meeting in chc Buz.z.ard 
Hall Auditorium for Sunday 
morning worship, buc Songer 
said he hopes co move Sunday 
morning services to che Christian 
Campus House after construcnon 
is complete. 
will be connected co che current 
audfrorium and provide ample 
room for worship, Songer said. 
The downstairs area, which will 
provide couches and a stage to 
provide a coffee house setting, 
will be solely dedicated co scu-
dencs, giving chem a place to 
scudy, relax and possibly have cof-
fee. 
numbers are constantly growing. 
Construction began in Augusc 
and is looking co be completed by 
January, JUSC in cime for chc 
beginning of next semester, 
Songer said. 
Songer said there arc currencly 
375 active members, and chc 
'Tm excited for the construc-
tion because it's been really 
crowded chcre for quite some 
time," said Ben Hare, an Easccrn 
English major and member of che 
Chriscian Campus House. "Ir's 
been a real juggle co gee everyone 
inco che place they're in righc 
Wich the new addition, there 
wiU be a large audicorium in chc 
upper level where worship will be 
conducted. The large auditorium 
Christian Campus House is a 
non-denominational campus 
ministry that offers a range of 
activities geared toward srudencs' 
interesrs. 
Technology Fair to showcase latest allii best 
BY PHILLIP 0 EGRANOIS 
STAFF WRITER 
Technology changes all che time, but Eastern 
is hosting a fair planning to show off rhe latest 
and che best. 
Eastcrn's Technology Fair, which 1s spon-
sored by Information Technology Services and 
Booth Library, will cake place &om 10-I l :30 
a.m. and 1-3 p.m. today in che Grand 
Ballroom of che Marcin Lucher King Jr. 
Universiry Union. 
John Looby, chief of media services at Booth 
Library, orga.n.izcd che fair, and said it is open 
co scudenrs, faculcy and anyone incercsced in 
che Charleston area. 
Faculry made up mosr of chc fair's popula-
tion lase year, buc Michael Hoadley, director of 
Center for Academic Technology Supporr, said 
he hopes co gee more scudcnts involved and 
inccrcsred by posting Ayers around campus. 
"We look forward co seeing more srudencs 
than last year," Hoadley said. "The Grand 
Ballroom is full co ics capaciry with all types of 
vendors and technology. n 
Though Ayers have been sent around cam-
pus, some scudenrs are scill unaware of che fair's 
existence. 
"I had no idea chat we even had a fair 
focused on just technology," said Ben 
McConaughy, a junior finance major. 
Hoadley said cbe Ballroom is sold out wich 
vendors from Apple, Dell, Hewlerr-Packard, 
Gateway and many ochers who will show new 
and up-and-coming technology. 
Hoadley said faculry enjoy coming to chc 
fair because chey like to see new technology 
and would possibly like co use it in cbc class-
room. 
New produro;, such as datll projectol'$, inter-
TON 
accive key-pad technology, document cameras, 
audio sysccms for che classroom, new educa-
tional software, new servers, broadcast equip-
ment, scanners and phorocopiers will be 
shown at che fair, wich ocher produces as well. 
Hoadley said he hopes the fair will cducace 
and prepare Eastern scudcnrs and faculry on 
upcoming cechnology. 
Ac a luncheon before che fair, 16 awards will 
be presented co ccnain faculty who have dis-
played their use and understanding of che 
newest technology on campus. 
There are workshops for anyone incercsccd 
in learning about chc new ccchnology. Anyone 
intercsced in parcicipating in a workshop muse 
regisccr at chc fair. 
The produces being shown cannoc be pur-
chased there, buc attendees can look at cbe 
samples on display and cake brochures on the 
teehnology<:<>ming out. 
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Coles County talks business with Barack 
BY I.AURA GRIFFITH 
ACTMTIES EDITOR 
Democrats from Eastern and across 
Coles Counry rallied Wednesday in 
Charlcsron co supporc U.S. Senate can-
didace Barack Obama. 
Democrats. 
Tables at the Coles County 
Democratic H eadquarters featured 
bumper stickers, burcons, pamphlets 
and other information endorsing 
Democratic candidates, boch local and 
national. 
Tomasek, Sargent at Arms for the 
College Democrats. "Bue it's well organ-
ized and I'm glad a lot of kids did come 
ouc." 
Cob County Democrats were also 
impressed with the rurnout. 
"We have a lot co thank rhe young 
democrats on campus for bringing our 
rhc crowd," said State's Accorney Steve 
Ferguson. 
Ousn ... YOCUM/THl DAILY EASTERN N£WS 
Acoustic rock band Elsinore performed Wednesday night at 
the EIU College Democrats meeting downtown at the 
Democratic headquarlers located at 513 7th Street on the 
Charleston town square. The meeting was held to unffe and 
motivate students to vote in the upcoming November elec-
tion. 
Anendees participated in a conference 
call wich Obama. who was puc on speak-
erphone for a 15-minuce question and 
answer session. They also spoke to 
Illinois Senator Dick Durbin and 
Obama's wife, Michelle. 
Democrats of all ages wacched 
Obama's speech from che Democratic 
Nacional Convention, which cook place 
in July, .and listened co che music of 
local band, Elsinore, during che evem 
sponsored by Eascern's College 
Information abouc Democratic pre~i­
dcnrial candidate John Kerry covered 
such issues as caxacion, social sccuriry 
and manufacruring jobs. People could 
donate money ro the Democratic Parry. 
pick up absemee balloc forms nnd sign 
up to volunteer. 
The College Democrats were happy 
with the rurnouc of che evem, said 
College Democrar Brictany Dyer. 
"I chink a loc of kids didn·c gee che 
chance co gee out here," said Mike 
County board member Pat Black said. 
"(college students) can change what's 
going on in Washington, but they don'r 
realize how important their vote is." 
The College Democrats also regis-
rercd people co voct'. 
"Our goal is 10 gee the student body 
registered. Nor even half of the srudcm 
population votes," Dyer said. 
External Relations Committee Chair commits to position 
BY JESSICA YOUNGS 
CITY EDITOR 
Loraine Larson sits on the couch 
inside of the Srudent Life Center 
punching thin~ inco her tiny palm 
piloc. As the new chair of the exccrnal 
relations committee, she has five 
meetings this week, one each day, and 
it's just the first week. 
For a new student, aU of these 
m~ earing into homework or 
parcy-cime mighc seem overwbelm-
ing. But even as a ficshman history 
major with teacher certification, 
Larson already knows her way around 
student senate. she said. Because she 
has dated Student Relioons Clwr 
Andiew Berger fur three years, she 
knows his senate member friends. In 
addition, she was involved in srudent 
government in high school. 
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'Tve always been involved (in stu-
dent govemmenc)," she said. "le looks 
like chis is going co be a lot of fun." 
As for Berger, "I don't know how 
many senators have connected it, but 
I don't chink very many people have," 
she said laughing. "They will know 
now though." 
As the newly appointed committee 
chair, 21-ycar-old Larson, is responsi-
ble fur maintaining open communi-
cation between the university and the 
city. She has funned a ream, includ-
ing three srudent senators. Mayor 
Dan Cougill, cwo non-senate mem-
bers, one faculty member, one 
admini.sttator, two city council mem-
bers, one drlzcn of Otarfc:sron and 
one Charleston-area Chamber of 
Commerce member. 
· 1 took (the position) 'cause rm 
like that. rm over ambitious," she 
~ 
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said ac her first 
commirrcc meet-
ing a week ago, 
reminding the 
students present 
the "most impor-
tant thing is 
keeping a really 
open line of 
communica-
tion." 
LORAINE I.ARSON, 
EXTERNAL RELATIONS 
C~ITIUCHAIR 
Last year's Extcma.l Rdarions Chair 
Kyle Donash missed several council 
mcctin~ during his tcnn. Larson, 
however, will be at every mccring or 
appoint someone else co represent the 
university, she said as she punched che 
council dates imo her palm pilot ro 
keep trac.k. 
The daughter of an E-7 Chief Petry 
Officxr in the Navy, Larson said she's 
from Gra~, bur really fiom every 
~ 
J{ew 'Yea-r, J{ew ~pecia~. J{ew ffeirrJ 
Bto1:;[i1is ~ ~<t,$3 O Bombs $3 50 ~ ~~ Raz Bombs • 0 <t,~~ Blue Balls DoubleWells 0 
Big Bottles are BAACK!! 
$2.50 Miier Ute, Bud IJQht, Coors UQht 
$3 24oz Corona Botttes 
$7 Long Island Pitchers 
Friday available for functions: call Greg 549·3581 
Open Saturday @ 9pm w/ Thursday Specials 
Navy base across the United Stales. 
She thought she would always go inco 
the miliwy like her father Neil Larson 
and her older brother F.dward Larson, 
bur she blew out her knee one sum-
mer, shattering her plans of handling 
biological warfare and decompression 
tanks for the army. 
"I wanted to join and go with them 
to Iraq," she said. "I wanted to be able 
co protea our guys chat were over 
there. .. 
Possibly getting killed in the war 
didn't scare her. Not a. lot of thin~ do 
scare Larson, with her long blond hair 
and pale skin, which she's picra:d on 
her birthdays and has tanoocd twice. 
Adam Howell, che cx:ccucivc vice 
president and public affiUrs officer of 
the student body said he chinks 
Larson's strength will cany over inco 
her position. 
"She is going to need co stand up IO 
a !or of pressure and stand furn when 
she does move forward with her dcaJ. 
ing wich the city. n he said. "Ir rt2lly 
does cake a rough person to deal widi 
the city somerimcs." 
Her main goal chis year is to woil 
on extending the bar hours to 2 a.m 
because "chis is my first year here and 
I hear stuff about it all the cimc,' 
Larson said. 
She al.so wants to work on vom 
registration and voter turnout, wgiif 
voccrs co change their communities 11 
Cwlcston, so they can aff?:ct wb:i i 
on che council and who is mayor. Sii 
would al.so like to work on ~ 
in Charlcsron, she said. 
•1 chink she's doing an cxcdlas 
job," Howdl said. "She's justvcry""Y 
organiz.cd and very, very goal oricm• 
ed." 
neats at Ille Aat11My Hiil IDJ Ollce (Mon 
Fn 10a 111 toS30 pm &Sat Noon Ill~ pm) Tlcbl-
llnllr (mclud11~ n:telMmer com) or Ca1g1 Ir 
Pllone: 2111111-smo Ptmnd<1S3peracM« coo-
WflellCt charge on al pholle lllClr. onlen When Oldtl~ 
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Professor ponders possibility of life on Mars 
MARZEUI 
Im M. Pratt, Indiana University profes-
of geological sciences, will explore the 
· "lfWe Encounter Life on Mars, Will 
1lc Rtcogniu It?" 
·or. Pratt's Lecture will ex.amine the pos-
·iy of past and present life on Mars," 
· Frank McCormick, English professor 
president of the Phi Beta. Kappa 
· rion of East Cencral Illinois. 
Pratt, who has taught at Indiana 
· icy since 1986, received her Ph.D. 
Princeton University and is nationally 
~for both tcacbing and research in 
gcoscienccs. She is the rurrent director 
NASAS Astrobiology Team, srudying 
'If We Encounter life on 
Mars, Will We Recognize it?' 
+ Who: Lisa M. Pratt, professor of 
geological science at Indiana 
University. 
+ What: A lecture examining the 
possibility of life on Mars. 
• When: 7:30 p.m. today 
• Where: Buzzard Auditorium 
bi05USCa.inable energy and nutrient cycling 
in the deep subsurfuce of .Earth and Mars, 
McCormick said. 
"With 'Spirit' and 'Opportunity' roving 
the surfuce of Mars and a rerum sample 
~ion being planned by NASA, scientists 
are seriously considering the possibility of 
past and present life on the red planet," 
Pratt said. 
She will investigate this issue, "from the 
perspective of her position as director of 
NASA's Astrobiology Team," McCormick 
said of the free lecture that will be hosred by 
the Phi Beta Kappa Association of East 
Cencral Illinois. 
"The !ecru.re will explore definitions and 
origins of life, in the conrexc of formulating 
policies for planetary prorection of both 
.Earth and Mars," Pratt said. 
The 16th annual full Jecrure begins ac 
7:30 today in Buzzard Audicorium and is 
open ro the public. 
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RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION 
Three committee 
chairs left open 
BY JACLYN GORSKI 
STUDENT G0\1£RNMENT EOITOR 
The Residence Hall Association is searching for commit-
tee chairs and is planning for Residence Hall Week. 
RHA has three commiccees: the public relations com-
mittee. the pro~ramming commiccee and the financial 
advisor commiccee, said RHA President Lindsay DiPietro. 
"We've had about eighc appli-
cants," DiPimo said. 
To be eligible co be a commim:c Residence 
chair, an applicant muse have at Hall Council 
lease a 2.25 grade poinr average • • When: 
and fill ouc an application, 
DiPiecro said. 5 p.rn. today 
"It's a way for srudencs to be 
active on campus, moreso than 
just being on RHA," RHA Vice 
President Erin McGovern said. "It 
helps chem grow to become 
stronger leaders and see what kind 
ofleaders they can become. n 
RHA members will also discuss 
Residence Hall Week, which will 
be held the first week in 
December, DiPiecro said. 
"Our main goal is to bring the 
+Where: 
Andrews Halt 
basement 
cunpus together," McGovern said. "Our goal is to hdp 
bond the residence halls together and make a stronger 
unit." 
One of the events that will be hdd during Residence 
Hall Week will be a drag show put on by Pride, a gay and 
lesbian organization, DiPiecro said. 
A formal in 7th Street Underground will be hdd on 
Dec. 4, McGovern said. 
The Residence Hall Association mcecs at 5 p.m. 
Thwsdays in the Andrews Hall basement. 
COM\llC OCfOlll 
luy a 2x5 ad in the newspaper for only 
~85.0m! That is ~27.50 off the usual 
~rice. You will also receive a fREE 2x2 
" 1~ around the family Weekend Schedule!! 
c:;a.11 yc:>ur friendly a.c:I rep by 
~ep1:ember 291:h 1:c:> pla.ce yc:>ur 
a.ct_ 581 -281 6 
-... 
I '••t'I 
' .... 
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HELP WANTED 
Experienced Dance Teacher 
Ballet, tap and Jazz (or students 
age 3-High School. Mattoon 
Academy of Dance 217-235-
1080 
_________ 9124 
China 88 needs day time dish 
washer and delivery from 11 to 3 
stop by to apply 
_________ 9/27 
Expanding out staff. Looking for 
high energy people with superi-
or attituitudes. Apply after 2pm 
in person at Joey's. For' driver or 
in-shop. 
_________ 9128 
HELP WANTED 
Experienced wait staff. Apply at 
Marianne's "Euro Deli, 1615 
Monroe Ave. 
FOR RENT 
Available Spring Semester 
Uanuary 1, 2005). 2-4 Bedroom 
home • close to campus and 
Greek court. No Pets. 345-5037 
_________ 9124 
Small 2 bedroom House, washer 
and dryer. no pets. deposit 
required. $425/month call after 
5:00 345-3178 
CAMPUS CLIPS 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP: Sunday Morning Worship, 
September 26th. 10:30am, donuts at 1 Oam and prayer at 9:30 in the 
Buzzard Auditorium. Please join usl 
f'-ellowship of Christan Athletes, FCA Meetings Thursday 9:00 PM 
Lantz Team Meeting Room 
~TTENTION! 
People interested 
in newspaper desion 
are invitecrto ·aeslon ror the 
Daily Eastern tvews! 
Visit the newsroom 
or call 581-2821 
Does your life blow? 0 The VetYe may be able ~
to fix your wagon! 0 ""' 
Try our 
aavice column 
o .... 
~ 
I. 
0 
Email e@lwtmall.com 
tHE PAILY EAStERN NEWS 
IS LOOKIN& FOR HARP WORKINt 
WRITERS, PESIONElS, IHOfO&RAPHERS 
ANU COPY EPlfORS WHO ARE 
/''PiEASf\ WIWN& 
I INQUIRE: \ TO &ET 
! CALL : l, 581-281 2 / PIRTY. 
\._, ...... , 
''~----------- __ , 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR RENT 
Cute efficiency, clo..e to campus. 
$325 per month. All utilities 
paid. Male only. No smoking, no 
pets. 345-3232 days. 
----~~---10/1 
Affordable, sp.1c1ous. 1 BR On 
the square. $299, includes heat, 
gas, water, trash. Dave 345-
2171. 9am-11am 
________ _.00 
Available Now Spacious 2 
Bedroom Apts. Ex cond, Next to 
EIU Student Rec. Parking & Trash 
included. No pets. 345-7286. 
www.jw1lliamsrentals.com 
---______ 00 
BR furnished w/CA, 
stove/fridge, water and trash 
paid. 345-5088. 
_________ oo. 
Spacious 2 BR apt w/CA, 
stove/fridge, water and trash 
paid. 345-5088. 
____ 00 
FOR RENT 
House close to campus ior 3 to 4 
students. Two bathr~ms, wash-
er/dryer, low utilities. 348-0614. 
_________ oo 
For Fall '05 1,2,and 3 bedrooms 
for dose to campus. 4 locations 
to choose from. Call 345·&533 
_________oo 
BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3 
BDRMAPTSAVAILABLE FOR FALL 
04-05. PLENTY OF OFF STREET 
PARKlfl.:G. WATER AND TRASH 
lfl.:CLUDW. CALL 345-1266 
_________oo 
Newly remodeled two bedroom 
apartments complexly furnished, 
parking, laundry, FREE DSL fast 
internet, $490. 913 and 917 4th 
St 235-0405 or 317-3085. 
_________()() 
Rooms for rent. Two guys need 
three roommates. House west of 
square. AC, washer, dryer. Phone 
345-9665 
-----~---00 
Currently available a 1 beef. 
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3 
BR apts. available for second 
semester. Call 345-6000 • room opening in a 3 bedroom 
_________ oo apartment. apartment is fur-
.. 
www.jwilliamsrentals.com 
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR 
NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing 
now 1 & 2 bedroom units. Good 
locations, nice apartments, off 
street parking, trash paid. No 
pets. 345-7286. 
nished, on campus, very clean, 
locally owned parking and 
laundry facilities included, trash 
paid, currently renting to 2 
females needing a roommate 
please call 348-0673 and leave 
a message. 
----~---~·00 _________ 00 
Advert:ise 
a class ified ad 
SO I 20 I 2 
Plain and S im le. 
·~t\U~lhuo 
Will Shortz Crossword 
ACROSS 26 Blues altema- 54 Plastic 
1 Ball tive Band 
6 Not docked 27 Compass head· ing 
10 It may be herbal 29 Rescues 
13 Blitzed 30 The Govemator 
14 Sports page 33 How actors 
news respond 
15 _Cenis 35 2000 site 
Tunnel, in the 
40 Build _ (settle Alps 
down) 
16 Radioer's words 
41 Assigns 
18 Swear words 42 "Ughl" 
19 Serial story line 45 Higher degree? 
20 Winter worry 47 Bull's partner 
21 Mame, for one 48 Grated 
23 Kind of hold 50 Emergency _ 
24 Pixar collectible 52 Police blotter 
25 One who makes letters 
rounds 53 Package 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
ss •Awoman 
Speaks" writer 
56 Actor Morales 
57 Garment with a 
lot of pockets 
61 Muffin choice 
62 S·shaped mold· 
ing 
63 Big name in 
digital software 
64 Fat letters 
65 Oenologist's 
interest 
66 "The 
Asparagus" 
painter 
DOWN 
1 Miracle-
2 Washroom 
3 Length of a 
quick fight? 
41992 site 
5 Seventh in a 
series 
6 Mystifies 
71988 site 
8 It flows through 
un fleuve 
9 Russia's _ 
Republic 
1 o Precisely 
11 Uncut 
FOR RENT 
VERY AFFORDABLE: Now leas· 
ing 1,2,and 3 bedroom apart· 
ments,three bedroom house. All 
within two blocks of campus. 
Call 345-5373 or 549-5593 
LOST AND FOUND 
We found your silver bracelet. To 
get it back, call 348·8781 and 
describe It. 
FOR SALE 
Tl-86 calculator with manual. 
Like new $50 O.B.O. 598-2447. 
Ask for Shannon. 
_________ 9125 
ROOMMATES 
Roommate needed to share 
house w/male EIU Students. 
Lease ending 5131/04. Call 348-
0614, leave message. 
----~---~()() 
ANOUNCEMENTS 
SPENCE'S ON JACKSON, 722 
JACKSON !DOWNTOWN), 
WELCOMES YOU BACK! WE'LL 
BLOW YOU AWAY WITH ALL 
OUR '60s & '70s CLOTHES 
AND ACCESSORIES. OPEN 
TUESDAY FRIDAY 11-5 AND 
SATURDAY 12 5. 345-1469. 
_________ 9123 
CHICAGO'S tl RADIO STA-
TION B96's BIG STEVE AND 
EASTERN'S OWN LEE 
MICHAELS WILL BE AT STU'S 
THIS THURSDAY. TO RSVP 
64 
Pume by David J. Kahn 
THURSDAY, SEYIEMBER 23. 200I 
ANNOUNCEMEm 
AND GET DETAILS GO TO 
legedubtour.com 
Charleston Lanes 
Special: $1 days all day I 
shoes, games, drafts. Thu 
Boogie bowl 1 O pm -1 am S 
includes 3 hours bowling, 
rental and coupons 
CAMPUS REPS! 
BREAKERS! Earn SS or 01 
for all HOT Spring Break 
NEW • Las Vegas! P 
Vallarta I 28 Years of St 
Travel TWO Free trips-1 S 1ra1 
ers. 1-866-SPRINGBreak l 
777-4642 
break.com 
Spring Break 2005 
Americas ~1 student tour 
tor. Call for group discou 
Info/Reservations 1-800· 
4849 www.ststravel.com 
JOEY'S, JOEY'S, JOEY'S-F 
FAST, FAST WE'RE ON 
CORNER IN YOUR NEIGH 
HOOD NOW, 9TH AND 
COLN FAST DELIVERY 
NIGHT TIL MIDNIGHT 
ATTENTION ALL GRADUA 
a yearbook of your senior I 
and are not sure how to p1d 
up, come to the Siu 
Publications office, room 1 
Buzzard Hall, and for only S6 
will mail )'OU a copy in ire 
when they are published. 
581-2812 for more inform.it1 
12 Wrth 42-0own, 34 Loop group: 44 Jack Nicholson 
2004 site Abbr. has three 
15 1976 site 36 Figure on an 46 Home run, m 
ancient Egyptian baseball slang 
17 Eagles div. headband 
22 Stretch out 37 Visit briefly, as 49 Undercover 
someone who's cop, maybe 
26 Flier to Helsinki sick 51 Overly 
28 Naval rank: 38 "I don't believe 
Abbr. this!" 58 Francis Bacon 
said it "will not 
31 You can see 39 Show curiosity be defied. 
right through 
them 42 See 12-Down 59 Popular cooking 
spray 
32 Change from 431996 Ron 
bland to blond? Howard thnller 60 Stiffen 
T•a DAILY l!A1T&&1• N1w1 P...a9A 
IATIONAL 
BRIEFS 
Governor's Chicago office heightens security 
sh mocks Kerry's 
ership credentials 
G OF PRUSSIA, Pa. - President Bush 
John Kerry's fitness co be commander in 
Cdnesday, saying the way to bring U.S. troops 
from Iraq "is not co wile or waver." 
·suggested co a campaign crowd char Bush 
bring back che military draft and said in an 
· tro Press interview that the president was 
in a make-believe world." 
'Cring a question about possible revival of che 
at a forum with voters in West Palm Beach, 
Kerry said, "If George Bush were co be re-elecc-
rcn the way he has gone about chis war and 
his avoidance of responsibility in North Korea 
Inn and ocher places, it is possible. I can't cell 
LE CLASS TAX CUTS APPROVED 
IJUSE-SENATE NEGOTIATORS 
HINGTON - House-Senate negotiators lace 
y approved extending three popular middle 
ID curs and Republicans, anxious co gee the bill co 
r Bush, predicted swift passage in both cham-
of Omgress. 
oonfercnce pand !lpproved the bill after overrid-
objcctions from Democrats who said the cax cuts 
be paid for by cax increases in ocher areas, limic-
IS impaa on the government soaring budgcc 
w break:. are cscimared to cost the government 
billion over I 0 yeaIS. 
IWc Ways and Means Committee Chairman Bill 
and Senate Finance Committee Chairman 
Grassley both predicted quick passage. 
STATE CAPITOL STILL 
WITHOUT METAL DETECTORS 
THE AsSOCIATED PRESS 
CHICAGO - Illinois Scace Police 
insr.alled a portable mecal detector outside 
che governor's Chicago office shortly after a 
deadly shooting at the Capitol chis week, 
bur the Capitol icsclf is scill wichour mecal 
detectors and its security guards remain 
unarmed. 
Gov. Rod Blagojcvich, who spends most 
of his rime in Chicago, signed an executive 
order Tuesday co insr.all mecal deccccors ar 
entrances to the Capitol in Springfield as 
soon as possible. 
Officials didn't know how soon the 
devices would be in place, though, and 
Blagojcvich said he might have co call a spe-
cial session of the Lcgislacurc ro gee the 
funds co pay fur chem. 
The portable deccaor, meanwhile, was 
installed lace Tuesday in che state-owned 
James R. Thompson Center near a 16th 
Boor desk where a gwud checks the identi-
fication of visitors ro the governor's office. It 
had yet ro be accivared Wednesday because 
the guards had yec co be trained co use ic, 
said Stace Police Le. Lincoln Hampton. 
Hampton said the training shouldn't take 
long. 
Blagojevich spokeswoman Abby 
Occenhoff said Illinois Stace Police deter-
mined the portable deccccor outside the 
governor's office was "an important precau-
tion to take quickly." 
The lllinois Stare Police are responsible 
fur security ac the Thompson Center, while 
the Secretary of Swe's security force is 
responsible fur the Capirol. 
The emphasis on security in both build-
ings came after a gunman walked into the 
state Capitol's main entrance Monday and 
STATE. 
BRIEFS~ 
fu.r.ally shoe an unarmed security gwud, then 
walked away. 
Derek W. Pons, a 24-ycar-old rccenc col-
lege dropour, was arrested early Tuesday and 
charged with firsc-dcgrce murder, burglary 
and gun violations. Authorities have said 
they know of no morive for the shooting. 
The governor was nor in Springfidd ar che 
cimc, and the Legislature was noc in session. 
Pons' court-appointed attorney, Brian 
Ocwdl, said mental illness would likely Fac-
tor in the case. 
AMEREN CORP GETS STATE 
APPROVAL FOR ACQUISITION 
CHICAGO - The Illinois Commerce 
Commission unanimously approved on 
Wednesday Ameren Corp.'s $2.3 billion 
acquisition of Dccarur-bascd Illinois Power. 
The deal Still needs approval from the 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, 
Sc. Louis-based Ameren said in a sracemcnc. 
The Federal Regulatory Commission and 
the Federal Communications Commission 
have already approved ic. 
Ameren hopes ro dose the deal wich 
Houston-based Dynegy - which owns 
Illinois Power - by the end of the year, 
Ameren spokeswoman Susan Gallagher 
said. 
fllinois Power has about 600,000 dcaric 
and 415,000 natural gas. customers 
throughout cenrral rtlinois, the Quad 
Cities and the Merro East area near Sc. 
Louis. 
Ameren serves about 1.7 million dcaric 
customers and 500,000 narural customers 
in Missouri and Illinois. 
After the acquisition, the company will 
be called Ameren IP, according co ICC said. 
Ameren is the parent company of three 
ocher Illinois utilities, Ameren CILCO, 
Ameren CIPS and Ameren UE. 
In its review of the deal, the ICC found 
the acquisition would allow the utility co 
provide safe, reliable and efficient electrici-
ty and narural gas. 
On Wednesday, Ameren shares fell 7 
cents co close ar $46.73 on the New York 
Srock Exchange, while Dynegy shares 
slipped 1 cent co dose ar $4.75. 
NADER DENIED PLACE ON 
ILLINOIS BALLOT 
CHICAGO-A federal appeals court on 
Wednesday refused to give independent 
presidential candidate Ralph Nader a spot 
on the lllinois ballot, saying his lawsuit 
against state election officials who rumod 
him down came coo lace. 
The courts acted quickly on his suit. but 
ir came so lace chat "Nader crcatOd a m. 
tion in which any remedial order __.. 
throw the state's preparations fur the deo-
cion inco rurmoil," a three-judge pm .I 
the 7th U.S. Cirruic Court of Appeals_ 
The decision was a boon to Dcaw 
who expca their presidencial now • 
John Kerry, co win Illinois but were woaW 
chac Nader would draw votes awq "-
him as he did against Al Gore four,_ 
ago. 
The 11-page opinion written by ....... 
Richard Posner upheld an Aug. 23 ~ 
by U.S. Disrria Judge Marchew ~ 
who refused co order scare officials to .,. 
the consumer advocate's name on the i--
idential ballot fur the N9v. 2 el · . 
OOc:.n't surprise me chat she went," Cosbcy said. "le fief her 
· f.c:kcrc, an f.astem sociology professor, agreed with 
, saying Embrtt is the kind of person whose concern fur 
is paramount in her life. 
SAVE: 
Co-m>..-o FllOM PAC.l I A 
Lauren Jasin, a sophomore special 
education major ac Eastern, said several 
friends of hers worked for Vector and felt 
ic was a scam. 
"During the interview, (my friend) 
basically knew she was being ripped off," 
Jasin said. "(Other friends) have worked 
for Vector and failed and said it was basi-
cally a waste of time: 
"A receptionist for Vector said she was 
told to use misleading tactics, such as 
ruscling papers on the phone co make it 
sound like she was looking for a time she 
could squccu: (callers) in for an inter-
view," Hassdius said. "She was also cold 
co cell people she couldn't answer ques-
tions, when she really could." 
Hasselius said. 
Calls co the President and CEO .I 
Sales for Vector's Ease hcadquarun. .& 
which is based in New Jmcy and calls ID 
ocher Veccor officials were not rctu.nel 
Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday. 
Linda Moore, director of F..asu:raa 
Career Services, said she has had 9CWllll 
students work for Vector. Fdxcc and her group left Illinois afier Owlie srruck the west 
ciflorida. 
The first stop fur the group was in Atlanta, where everyone 
crurung by the Federal Fmergcnc.y Management Agency. 
'lbing training. we wen: taught community rdationship. 
command saucrurc and wsmmcr scrvicc," said Kim 
coordinaror of chc ~Core. 
The group was taUghc what was expeaed. of chem, what their 
milcd, understanding who was in charge during chc clisasrer 
bow tO <bl with people. 
/Irr training. Fmbttie said she and her group went co Osceola, 
in <mngc County. where chcir tI2ining w.IS put to u'se. 
p olf chc plane and all you saw were blue CU? oovcring 
ni debris everywhere." Fmbrtt said. "It looked as if chc 
wm: inside OUt. .. 
pitlpS of tw0, Embree's group went door-co-<loor 12 hows 
IMll days a week. offering emcrgcncy phone numbers to 
focused on elderly and lower-income people, making sure 
knew numbers fur aid and uansportarion," Embree said. 
group also hdped the viaims reo.rr;in.ire their lives by aid-
in filling out insurance paperwork, deaning up debris and 
· moral support. Some of chc group also ddivaed supplies 
pcrllllc who didn't have power fur sevcil to eight days. 
lhc voluntr.erS were coki they would be sec up in tencs, bur 
were put in horels. 
'It didn't fed so greac chat we were in hotels while there were 
who didn't have homes," Embree said. 
The Reserve Core, who u,ualJy only doo relief work in the 
areas, senc the largoc group ofvolumeers !Tom Illinois to hdp 
the hurricane victim~. The Reserve Core was set up with a 
gram and is one of che only medicil rescrv~ in the stare. 
1bis was an unusual cvenr for us," Hunter said. "But the state 
us ro go, so we did.' 
·cme is uuercsco.i an Joining the Reserve Core, concaa Kim 
.u 253- 13 . 
SJ.td the Rcscn: Core tries to ha\ people wuh medical 
.,,.m ... •n·~" but chev are will.mg ro work \\1th an\'One 
Hassclius said other former Vcaor 
workers cold him of different "miSlead-
ing tactics" and "cricks" they had to usc 
co sell both Vector and its product. 
Hasselius also said a former Vector 
manager was cold to usc tricks to recruit 
"guppies" to sell the knives. 
•(The manager) was told to usc psy-
chological tricks, vague ads, loud music 
and to 8aunt rejection applications in 
order to sell the job to as many people in 
as fast amount of time as possible,·· 
NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY MILLER 
BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER 
A REAlllY SHOW <AlUP 
""CAN A N•••A GET A 
Jc.?1 .. HOW OE.WANING' 
"I have not had one student co~ 
about Vcaor, not one," Moore said. 
Moore believes in order to be ~ 
fuJ with Vector, srudencs need to '-"r 
good sales skills, the ability to ..... 
rejection and have a high level of cmiA. 
den cc. 
JIGGl.ING R.ESH HAS A WAY 
OF lllSTRACllNG W fROM lHE 
SHAW I FEB. FOR lHE RAQ 
, 
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Conference football kicks off 
BY DAN RENICK 
ASSOOATE SPORTS EDITOR 
Six Ohio Valley Conference teams 
will open up conference play chis week-
end. The OVC is a combined 9-13 in 
non-a>nference play chis year, with six 
of those wins coming from the cop 
three reruns in the sran~. Easrem 
will have the lacesc scan in conference 
when they open their OVC schedule 
Oa. 2 against Soucbeasr Missouri. 
Here are some highlighrs of what's 
happening in the OVC: 
CURING HOMESICKNESS 
The Universicy of Tennessee-
Marrin (J-2) broke a 35.-game road 
losing streak lase weekend, when they 
defeated Austin Peay (0-3), who does-
n't recruit for football or compete in 
the OVC, 31-14. The streak daces 
back to 1997, when the Skyhawks 
bear Austin Peay 36-26. 
SHOW OF SUPPORT 
Tennessee Tech 's team and fans will 
gather today ac their home field, 
Tucker Stadium, co honor injured 
Golden F.agle receiver Drew Hixon. 
Hixon was involved in a helmet-to-
helmec collision Sepe. 11 while playing 
against University of South Florida. 
Hixon has been unconscious since the 
injury and remains in critical condi-
tion in a Tampa, Fla., hospital. 
Teammates and fans will gather on the 
field to-honor Hixon by forming his 
uniform number, seven, and an aerial 
photo will be shoe and senc co Hixon 
and his family. 
~ 
CLOSING THE GATE 
If the OVC hopes co avoid being 
shur ouc for the second srraighc year in 
the OVC/Gaceway Conference 
Challenge, they must depend on a 
win from Tennessee-Marcin. The 
OVC was shuc ouc last year by the 
Gateway, who won all nine of the 
conference matchups. So fu this year 
the Gateway has won all five of the 
concescs. Tennessee-Martin, who 
snapped a 35.-game road losing streak 
last week, will travel co Terra Haute ro 
play Indiana Stace in the lase game of 
the year becween the two conferences. 
SEPTEMBER CHAMPIONSHIP 
Jacksonville Scace begins ics OVC 
cicle defense, when they will be squar-
ing off against Eastern Kentucky, rhe 
preseason favorite in the conference. 
The Gamecocks, ranked second in 
the preseason OVC poll, will be on 
the road when they play the Colonels, 
who they defeated 49-10 last season. 
Jacksonville Stace's running back 
Oscar Bond won OVC offensive play-
er of the week last week, after rushing 
110 yards and three touchdowns on 
10 carries. Bonds had runs of 46 and 
34 yards. 
Cardinal fans want their tickets 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
ST. LOUIS - Reggie Tillin 
braved a chilly night oucside Busch 
Stadium, wanned only by the glow 
of an X-Box video game system 
plugged into a nearby outlet. Bue 
Wednesday morning he clurched the 
object of his quest - 40 CardioaJs 
posrseason tickers. 
They weren't quite where he wanc-
ed, buc for Tillitt, the upper deck 
sears were worth maxing out his 
credit card and standing in line for 
uihvuu. 
"I didn't get here early enough," 
said the 24-year-old from 
Murphysboro, Ill., who had arrived 
at Busch Stadium at 4 p.m. the day 
before. 
About 90,000 division series and 
championship series tickers went on 
sale at 8 a.m. Wednesday, sold by 
phone, chcough the Cardinals' Web 
sice, and in person ac ticket windows. 
Between 12,000 and 13,000 tickers 
were available for each of seven 
potential home games (World Series 
tickers will be sold later). 
By late afternoon, tickers for some 
games were aJready sold ouc; a hand-
ful of tickers for ocher games 
remained, but ticket sales director Joe 
Strohm expected the resc to be sold 
out within hours. He said tickers 
have sold more briskly than in pasr 
championship years - che Cardinals 
have made the playoffs three of the 
Don't Get Stuck in 
the Dog Housel 
Advertise Your Business Today! 
581-2816 
past four seasons. 
Fans were allowed to Line up 
beginning ac 6 p.m. Tuesday, but 
many arrived long before char, some 
as early as Sunday. 
They braved remperacures chat 
varied from the low SOs overnight to 
the mid 80s during the day, sleeping 
on hard cement sidewalks, folding 
chairs, or another person's shoulder. 
Some made makeshift campsites, 
complete with cenrs. 
For Jenna Kirkman, 23, a commu-
nicy college student, being 370th in 
line d~dn'~ d;m her ex~tio.n$ of 
getting good sears. 
"It's kind of like when you're ar a 
game, in the bonom of the ninth, 
and down by eight runs - I'm con-
fident," said Kirkman, clutching an 
empty can of sugar-free Red Bull 
energy drink char served as breakfast. 
She and her friend Juliann 
Oberkramer, 19, had been in line 
since 1 a.m. Wednesday morning-
an overnight sray eased by the pres-
ence of a lightweight foam rubber 
couch with a pull-out mattress. 
"We decided we're going to make 
this a yearly thing," Oberkrarner 
said. 
"We're going to modify the couch 
- add some wheels, some pockets 
on the back," Kirkman added. 
Cardinals fans are considered 
among the most loyal and knowl-
edgeable in all of baseball. The team 
typically draws more than 3 million 
fans, ranking near the top of the 
sport's attendance figures. During 
home games, streams of fans flood 
inco the scadium dressed head-to-toe 
in the team colors of red and whice, 
holding score books or seac cushions 
emblaroned with the Cardinals logo. 
Standing behind the councer of the 
Cardinals Qubhouse Shop in Union 
Srarion, Jake Dimmitt said 2004 sales 
have been among his strongest ever. 
The shop is planning co add seven or 
eight additional workers to hdp out 
during the playoffi. On an average 
home game day, the shop might sell 
up to $30,000 dollars worth of 
Cardinals merchandise. 
"There's not a top seller - basical-
ly it's anything chat says Cardinals or 
has 'St. Louis' on it. Its been like this 
all s~mer," Dimmitt said. 
And Cardinals funs don't just buy a 
shire or a single hat - Dimmitt said 
it's not uncommon for people ro buy 
whole wardrobes, right down ro a 
pair of Cardinals shoes. 
Dimmitt said the team's record -
a baseball-best 98-52 heading into 
play Wednesday - and a team of 
standour players hdps contribute co 
the enthusiasm. 
At the stadium, Kirkham said the 
need co wait in line for tickers is "just 
the way it is in Sc. Louis. 
"It's like being born into a reli-
gion," Kirkham said. "You don't 
know any better. You don't question 
. ,, 
Jt. 
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Cubs get Garciaparra bac 
THE ASSOClATEO PRESS 
PITTSBURGH - Chicago 
Cubs shortstop Nomar Garciaparra 
returned co the starting lineup 
Wednesday for the first time since 
Sept. 11 because of a strained groin. 
Garciaparra chinks the injury is 
related to the Achilles' tendon injury 
char bothered him throughout the 
first half of the season with the 
Boston Red Sox. He was ba · 
.298 in 31 games with the 
before his latest injury. 
Manager Dusty Baker said 
probably won't start Garciaparra 
Thursday because he doesn't 
him playing a day game after a · 
game so soon after recuming. 
Garciaparra is expected ro 
Friday night in New York 
the Mers. 
Ordonez soon to be in reha 
THE ASSOCIATED PRI5S 
CHICAGO Magglio 
Ordonels injured left knee is start-
ing co heal and the Chicago Whire 
Sox outfielder is close to beginning 
his rehabilitation process. 
Ordonez has been on the disabled 
list since July 22 with bone marrow 
edema in his left knee. Before 
Wednesday's game against the 
Minnesoca Twins, White Sox gener-
al manager Ken Williams talked to 
Ordonez and his agenc Tom Reich. 
"They obviously sought out the 
opinions of a number of top doaors 
around and it's gotten co the poinc 
where he is starting now to fed some 
healing going on with the injwy," 
Williams said. "The optimism tbac 
was expl'C$Cd ro me today from 
chem gives me some optimism mov-
ing inro the off season." 
Williams said Ordonez hasn't 
started any rehab yet, but is getting 
closer. 
.After failed contract extension 
talks with the White Sox, Ordona 
will become a free agenr after the 
season and \viii be able to resc 
open marker. Williams was askal 
the injury will lower Ordonez's 
ket value and if so, would the 
Sox have a better chance of re- · 
inghim. 
"My feelings for the man 
allow me ro hope his value has 
suppressed in any way, shape 
form," Williams said. "1 wish 
ing buc the besc for him, buc · 
works out chat his value is such 
he can get what he wants for 
family, his fucure, and we can 
afford co pay him and fit him in 
lineup then its good for everytW. 
Williams said he expressed 
gratitude to Ordonez for a n 
of successful years with the 
Sox: 
"I expressed ro him, whecher 
not we are able co come to 
menc, bring him back or noc, hr 
scill forever going co be part of 
White Sox family and I fdr 
appreciated that," Williams 
"He then cold me how good be 
scarring to feel now and his rehZ 
going co st.an vecy shortly." 
Williams back to cornerba 
ntE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
ST. LOUIS - Injuries in the St. 
Louis Rams' secondary have forced 
Aeneas Williams to move back co 
comerback, at least temporarily. 
Williams was a seven-time Pro 
Bowl player at the position before 
switching to free safety last year, 
where he made his eighth Pro 
Bowl. Coach Mike Marez said 
Wednesday he expecrs Williams ro 
fill in at right comerback for only a 
few weeks, holding the fort until 
starter Travis Fisher (broken fore-
arm) and DeJuan Groce (sprained 
knee) return. 
Fisher was hun in the prcseason 
and Groce was injured in last 
week's 34-17 loss co the Falcons. 
Martt said he doubted whether 
Groce would be ready S 
against the Sain rs, and another 
nerback, Kevin Garrett, is p 
with a sprained fooc. 
Dwight Anderson, an un 
rookie, played mosc of the 
half last week, which unde 
how shorthanded the ream is 
char position. Under the · 
seances, Marez said Williams 
no problem going back to 
back. 
"He understands the sirua · 
Mam said. "We're not asking 
co move out there and stay 
there, certainly. Bue he's had 
pretty good years our there." 
Williams, 36, leads the Rams 
1) with 22 tackles. He's the 
active leader with 55 intet' 
17th on the career list. 
Sigs 
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Sloat shot a final round lO to finish tied for eighth overan in the Butler Fall Invitational at the Eagle Creek 
Club over the weekend in Indianapolis. Sloat was one of only five golfers to break par on the final day of the 
low start in Indy 
universities, Eastern probably 
off thinking a top three finish was 
· goal. Ninrh was cen:ainly an 
911bouj~t. 
&sttm finished the Buder Fall 
· nal 27 strokes behind winner 
d University and had only one 
finish in rhe Top 25. 
&sttm junior Dustin Sloat, fin-
iicd for eighth position wirh a 5-
218, which included a final 
70. 
&tr since hooking back up, 
s head coach Mike Monce!, 
icrved as Sloat's local junior golf 
, the Charleston native has seen 
game improve by what Monce! 
ping him reincroduced with 
!mies. 
h has had all eight rounds at 76 
under chis full and tied fur l 9rh at 
SFMO Drury Invitational. 
1Q1owing Sloat was another local 
, as Sloar's Charleston High 
reammare Ben Wochner, shot 
Eastem men's golf final scores at 
tfle Butler Fall lnmatio1al 
1 2 3 Final Rank 
Dustin Sloat 75 74 11 220 T18 
Kevin Wall 69 70 81 220 T18 
Ben Wochner 77 75 72 224 T29 
Ryan Lambert 76 74 74 224 T29 
Brandon Jutras 76 78 73 227 T37 
225, which placed him tied for 30th. 
However, the biggest jump in the 
leader board was sophomore Kevin 
Wall, who shoe even-par 71 after 
rounds one and cwo that saw scores of 
79 and 81, respectivdy. Wall has been 
experiencing a roller coaster start to 
his full season. The Libertyville, Ill., 
native went into the final round at 
SEMO with a chance at an individual 
tide after posting a three-under par 
139 (69-70). but had a mdtdown on 
the final day. forcing him co limp 
home with an 81 and a 18th place fin-
<I>KE> '811$11 <l>KE> 
PHI IAl!Pil IHETA 
flll llCnllbblDI 2014 
looking to become a part of 11 legacy? Comep;lEef the men of PHI KAPPA 
1HEfA All eYellls will beheld at ~3rdSt "Qlnp.issideam56:anAJb/5' 
Thursday, Sept. 23 
Free all yoilcan eat Double<lleeseburgers 
and McOticken Sandwiches 5 - 8 pm 
Friday, Sept. 24 
Formal Smoker "Invite Only" 
ish. 
Sunday was the first rime junior 
Carrie Paul teed it up in Panther blue 
and the transfer made an instant 
impression by leading the squad at the 
rivals course:. 
Paul shot a final-round 2-over-par 
74 to finish in fourth individually ac 
the Wesrerwinds Classic hosred by 
Western Illinois. 
Paul improved by nine strokes &om 
her opening-round score and shoe 74 
co record one of only seven rounds in 
the 70s at the tournament. 
Junior Dale Morris played consis-
tent golf once again, shooting a 84 
and a 83 fur finishing in ninth place. 
The Panthers ended the competi-
tion in fourth place ouc of five reams, 
but were only five cocal strokes behind 
second place Western Illinois. 
The Panther men cravd to Chicago 
in three days to compete in the 
Depaul Invitational at Prairie Landing 
Golf C.ourse. 
Eastern will be back in action Sept. 
24-26 at the Iowa Invitational hosced 
by the University of Iowa Finbine 
Golf C.ourse. 
We Want 
You ... 
to advertise in 
the Den! 
581-2816 
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CONTJNUEO FROM PAGE I 2A 
can't afford co end chose rivalries 
with Indiana Stace and Illinois 
Stace. How convenient is chat? 
Bue Eastern fans should be con-
cerned with the amenc I-AA foot-
ball balance of power in Land of 
Lincoln. Southern is the nation's 
best team and, under Kill, may 
dominate 1-AA fur rime co come. 
Western used co be the state's best 
ream and continue co be a Top 25 
squad and a top tier team in the 
Gateway conference. Illinois State 
PAGE ! IA 
hasn't made the playoffs in a while, 
bur have a Buck Buchanan Award 
candidate in Boomer Gri~by­
chey hold a cwo-game winning 
streak on Eastern. 
Ir is hard co imagine us being 
on the low end of the totem pole, 
bur this program needs co be 
more consiscenc in conference play 
to have something co brag about. 
The athletic deparcmenc needs ro 
ask themselves one simple ques-
tion: if our football ceam isn't the 
mosr dominant squad in the area, 
what do Panther fans have co look 
forward co? 
Cubs beat Pirates 1-0 
THE ASSOCIATID PRESS 
PITTSBURGH - This may 
slow the Chicago Cubs' chase of the 
NL wild card: Carlos Zambrano 
won't scare against Pittsburgh again 
this season. 
Zambrano pitched 7 1-3 shucour 
innings co outduel Oliver Pera and 
beat Pittsburgh for the fifth srraiglu 
rime chis season, carrying the Cubs 
co a tense. 1-0 victory over che 
Pirates on Wednesday night. 
Sammy Sosa preserved the Cubs' 
sixth shucouc wich a sprawling. 
beUy-flop catch of Ty Wtggincon's 
bases-loaded, cwo-ouc line drive co 
right fidd in the eighth. 
"I saw him dosing and closing, 
then I saw ic hir his glove, and I just 
hoped it scayed in his glove when he 
hit the ground," manager Duscy 
Baker said. "The guys (in the 
dugout) jumped fur joy, including 
myself, just as if we won the Wodd 
Series. Thar was a big play, chat was 
a huge play." 
The Cubs made several exceUent 
defensive plays co support 
Zambrano, who is the first to bear 
the Pirates five rimes in a season 
since the Mees' Tom Seaver went 5-
1 in 1973. Thar surprised 
Zambrano, who was only 5 when 
the Hall of Fame right-hander 
pitched his final game in 1986 and 
doesn't remember him. 
"I have nothing against the 
Pirates," Zambrano said. "Bue I'm 
always more comfortable pitching 
against: the division (NL Central) 
teams. I tried to do the same things 
against them chat I do against the 
ocher teams." 
The Cubs, who began the night a 
half-game behind San Francisoo for 
the NL wild-card lead, are 5-0 
against the Pirates over the last 10 
days atnid a stretch of 11 victories in 
14 games. They are 6-2 on a four-
cicy. 12-game road trip that ends this 
weekend in New York. 
Perez (10-10) retired the fust 14 
batters, only to lose his control and 
walk three in a span of four in the 
fifih- including Zambrano, whose 
fust career bases-loaded walk drove 
in the only run. Zambrano is a .209 
hitter who homered Friday ~ 
the Reds and has three career 
homers. 
"Everybody knows Zambrano 
can hie," PeCC"L said. "I didn't want to 
throw him a pitch in che1.0ncwhcre 
he could hie ic, and I walked him." 
Nomar Garciaparra, l-for-2 with 
cwo walks in his first stan sina: 
injuring a groin Sept. 11, wa.lktd co 
become the Cubs' fusr bascrunncr. 
Mark Grudzidanek singled into 
right field for Chicago's fuse hiL 
Perez still had a chance to get out 
of the jam with the No. 8 and 9 
hitters coming up, only to walk 
Michael Barrett and Zambrano 
before striking out ~o/X, 
lJatterson. 
"I was crying co do everything I 
could co win the game," Perez said. 
"Every game you learn something. 
and this game I learned you can have 
roo much emotion, to just relax." 
Manager Uoyd McClendon said 
Pera temporarily began crying co 
overpower hitters in the fifi:h, shak-
ing off catcher Jason Kendall so he 
could throw fastballs rather than his 
slider. 
"As good as he is, he's still young 
(21) and he still makes miscalc.es," 
McClendon said of Perez, who.$e 
average of 11 scrikeoutS per nine 
innings leads the majors. "But we're 
talking about something he did in a 
1-0 game. That's how good he is." 
The one run was all Zambrano 
{15-8) needed while giving up six 
hits, walking three and striking out 
seven to win his chin1 in a row and 
fuurch in five decisions. 
Relax ... 
let the DEN take 
care of your 
advertising needs 
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Salukis, 
Panthers 
flip-flop 
Eastern once: had a football 
rivalry with Southern Illinois 
while in the Gateway Conference 
- the Panthers rcp~nced the 
6,000-pound goriUa in these con-
tests. 
However, "The times cher, are a 
changing," as Bob Dylan said. 
These games stopped being annu-
al conference evenrs once Eastern 
joined the Ohio Valley 
Conference. 
This is why Panther funs criti-
cized Carbondale's program for 
not scheduling Eastern in August 
and September. During the Tony 
Romo era, the old joke was 
Southern wouldn't come to 
~~!} Rn .a her. TQ bt: hon-
est, the former Walter Payton 
Award winner would've probably 
lit the Salukis up like a Chrisunas 
rrtt. It would've been a perfect 
Family Weekend game. 
Fast forward co fall 2004. 
Eastern is coming off a 4-8 season 
and is a disappointing 0-2. 
The obvious solution co the 
problem would be co schedule the 
Salukis, right? Wrong. 
Why would Eastern want to 
schedule the number one ranked 
I-AA team in the country? 
That's right. One of the state's 
mosc notable football laughing-
stocks has turned inco a national 
power, and the shoe is on the 
other foot. 
Success 
early is 
the plan 
BY AAloN SflDUTZ 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Eastern voUeyball has seen a reversal 
in their early season trend that previ-
ously led to a couple of disappointing 
years. 
The Panthers and head coach 
Brenda Winkder have employed a 
theory char allows for a slow start, as 
long as the team rums it around by 
the rune chey start playing Ohio 
Valley Conference opponents. 
"I said to the ream back in May chat 
early success may be the most impor-
tant facet of the year for us," Winkdcr 
said. "So this year we fucuscd on the 
early games and wanced to make sure 
that we came into the conference part 
of our schedule with some confi-
dence." 
That could be the case chis year, 
considering they won only twO of 
their non-con.fen:nce matches a sea-
son ago. 
But in thrc:c toumamcncs this sea-
son. the Panthers have lose only thrc:c 
mate.hes and finished second in each 
tournamenc. 
Their overall record at this point is 
8-3 compared co their record at chis 
rime last year, which was 3-1 1. 
So now that the Panthers aK enter-
ing the OVC portion of their schedule 
with a boost of confidenoe after a suc-
cessful run against non-conference 
opponents, the playus and the coach 
....... 
SUNDAY 
WOMIH'I S0ccut AT AumH PlAY 
WOMlH's RUC9Y vs l wl'IOl.S STAn 
Food>all at East<'lll Michigan 
Volleyball at Au•ltn Peay 
Mot's Soca• AT IPFW 
1 p.llL 
5 p.m. 
5 pm. 
lp 
Eastern Illinois University, Char, 
Junior middle hitter Megan Kennedy (left) and junior outside bitter Jenica Ackerman reacfl for a block during a 
recent practice in Lantz Irena. lenaedy bas stepped up on offeast for tht Panthers tbis ,or and is secoad oa 111 
team with 125 kills. 
<lK excited ro get the conference com-
petition underway. 
.. I know that I always look forward 
co conference play,• senior oucside hit-
ter Erica Gerth said. "I am funiliar 
with all of these reams now that I have 
played them rhe la~ m~ }'l':lrl:-
.. Wc can prepare for these reams 
easier because we know who to key on 
and how ro attack chem. In that sense, 
ir is easier than playing non-confer-
ence teams." 
The Panthers will open with rwo 
straight games on the road. Tennessee 
Tech will be their first opponenc. 
While the Panthers finished sev-
enth in the OVC with a 6-10 confer-
ence record last season, the Golden 
Eagles wen: one of the three reams co 
finish below the Panthers . 
"They have brought back a lot of 
the same players, so they could be a 
ream to look for as fur as improving." 
Winkde-r said "Ofttnsively, we think 
we can do a good job against chem 
because they use spread blocking jusc 
Ii.kc DcPaul did, and we were pretty 
successful against DcPaul." 
The Panthers lost both matches 
against Tennessee Tech last year and 
came away disappointed they didn't 
play their best in either match. 
"I think we are a different team 
than we were a year ago," Gerth said. 
"We didn't play our best in 
match against them last }~ 
there is a little bit of vengeance 
The Panthers continue on die 
to Austin Peay. one of me 
toughest reams. 
"Ag.Un, bee.use we have 
from last year, we might just be 
surprise some people," Gerth 
is really cough to go there and 
don't think we've won there si 
been here, but that is one of our 
goals for the season." 
The chance ro fulfill chat 
be when the Panthers play 
Governors Saturday, after 
plays Tenncsscc Tech on Fricby. 
After dropping to Division I-
M mrus in 1983 and winning a 
~tional Championship, the 
Salukis hit a 20-year dry spell 
without a playoff bid or confer-
ence tide. In f.ict, the program 
had posced 11-straight losing sea-
sons, heading into the 2003 sea-
son. Five head coaches had tried 
and failed to right the ship. 
Panthers fall in second hall to in-state riv 
Southern then hired head 
coach Jerry Kill, who cook the 
reigns at SIU in 2001. No one in 
the AFCA expected him to build 
a model program in a mere thrc:c 
years. But that's exactly what he 
did. 
There's no doubt in my mind 
athletic director Rich McDuffie 
will be getting a call from IGll's 
people about reviving the rival-
ry. Wouldn't you love to be a fly 
on the wall during that conver-
sion? 
I can't imagine then: would be 
some sort of travel conccm. The 
golden excuse would be we just 
SEE STEVENS PACE 1 IA 
BY ADAM D R£MAIC 
SPORTS WRITER 
Western Illinois' Nowaf Jaman was 
the name Eastern might have heard 
more than they wanted to Wednesday 
afternoon in Macomb. 
Eastern had a 1-0 lead going into 
halftime, bur lost the game in the sec-
ond half, as Western scored thrc:c 
straight goals all by one player: Nowaf 
Jaman. 
Jaman had the hat-aic:k fur the 
Leathernecks, as he came out with 
(WO quick goals in the 9CCOOd bal£ 
Eastern head coach Adam How:utb 
saw Jaman as being the only real 
threat for Wesrcm. 
"It's a very fiustrating game for us," 
said Coach Howarth. '"We played a 
real good first half only to lose the 
game in the second hal£" 
Jaman's first goal c.am.e 51 minutes 
inco the game, only to score hi5 5CC-
ond goal duce minutes lacer. Western 
had a 2-1 lead until Jaman scored 
again in the 77th minute of the game. 
Nick Bohnenkamp ~isted on cwo of 
Jaman's goals. 
The Panthers allowed no shoes on 
goal in the first half, and they out-shot 
the Leathernecks 10-3. 
The lone goal for Eastern was by 
Jimmy Klauer in the 17th minute of 
the game. 
''We had some players miss the 
game today due to injuries and sick-
ness," said Howarth. "Ccrtai.nly you 
don't want co make excuses, but it 
doesn't make it easy when you are 
missing some of your pla~" 
The biggest change for the Panthers 
in the game might have been at goal-
keeper, as junior Justin Cronin made 
his first Start of the season in place of 
Mike Sims. 
The Panthers must quickly forget 
about the loss, though, as they <lK 
back in action this weekend with 
games on Friday and Sunday. 
Eastern fua:s Dayton at 7:30 p.m. 
Friday. The Flyers <lK 2-3-1 chis year 
and have a threat in senior mid-fidd-
cr Tye Stebbins, who has a ceam-high 
thrc:c goals and was named to the 
College Soccer News National Team 
of the Week. 
Dayton is always one of the peren-
nial powers in the Atlantic 10 
Conference, Howarth said, so Eastern 
will have to play a good game to leave 
Ohio with a viaory. 
Indiana-Purdue University ar Fort 
Wayne will host Eastern at l p.m. 
Sunday. 
IPFW is a younger team ~ year, 
Howarth said, but still have the veter-
an leadership to allow them to con-
tend with any team they play. 
"We sci.11 have a litdc work to do, 
but we have co get over the hump and 
win some games." said Howarth. 
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MAN ON FIRE THE BIRTH OF VENUS 
t t I 
~ l H\8ER 4 ~oo.J 
ON THE \'EHGE 
Of THE WEl:KllND 
BOXERS, BRIEFS OR 
01 RI F ? 
GET THE MAN VS. WOMAN 
OPIN101'101'.IJJUJI&1.)1>.JOC~ 
WEAR 
Page28 
llAV~ rr E LL ~ 
DRUNK DIALED? WHICH 
CATERGORY OF DRUNK 
DIALING HAVE YOU BEEN 
GUILTY OF? 
Page48 
CAMPUS TOUR KICKS OFF 
SATURDAY WITH THE 
OUTLAW FAMILY BAND 
MAKING ALT-COUNTRY 
TUNES. 
F SHION: T-SHIRTS 
GREEK SHIRTS? NOVELTY 
SHIRTS? FLOOR SHIRTS? 
REGARDLESS OF THE STYLE, 
T-SHIRTS ARE GOING TO BE 
AROUND FOR QUITE 
AWHILE. 
,... .. 
CO E-RT CAI.ENDO 
CHECK OUT WHAT'S GOING 
ON IN THE COLES COUNTY 
AND CHICAGO AREA MUSIC 
SCENE THIS WEEKEND. 
Pagell 
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HE SAID/SHE SAID 
Boxers, briefs or better yet, 
boxer briefs 
LET ME BE BRIEF 
Throughout the ages there have been severaJ 
questions which plagued mankind. Why are we here? 
How did we ger here? Boxers or briefs? 
The la.~t of rhe three is most likely the most 
importam. a~ well as easiest to answer. 
The problem with underwear, of any sort, h the fact char 
ir has been regarded as taboo simply because they hang 
about the wnctht.T regions." 
SLIGHTLY TIGHTER IS BITTER 
What a fun topic for a girl to discuss. Although I 
probably won't be: the lx:sc judge on comfort, I do chink 
I can handle an opinion on what I think looks amacrive 
ongup. 
I'm going co ha\e co say boxer briefs all the way. It's a 
happy medium. Frankly, righry whitics 3how a little too 
much hairy leg for me. And ic's a mixrure reminder of a 
Bur I say ethics be damned: ir must 
be explained. Briefs. better known as 
wrighry whiries." are the undergarmenc 
of choice for many young lads across 
the land. They are cheaper than boxetS 
and they provide the kind of contr0l 
char you simply don't get with boxers. 
"While boxers can 
say something 
about the person 
wearing them, they 
young boy and my 44-year-<>ld father 
who wears chem. If I were to run 
across a guy who wore bric&. 1 would 
chink he hasn't quite grown our of bis 
childhood }'CU'S and is holding onto 
an immarure past. 
I don'r know what it is. bur it kinda 
gros.\CS me out just to chink about a 
guy in eighty whities. I chink they go 
along the same lines as a girl in 
granny panties. No one really wanes just aren't as snug 
and revealing as to sec ic. 
The downfall of bric& come with 
their, shall we say, childlike appcaranc.e. 
Let's be honest, if a man is am:mpring co 
be intimate with his significant other, 
she will most likely be rumed off at the 
first sight of the old "whities." 
Worseyer is the Faa chat men are dis- boxer briefs," 
When I was old enough co acrually 
pay attention and have interest in 
men's underw1.."al', I thought boxers guscing crearures, and because of chis, 
cleanliness is nor the highest of priori-
ties, in fua for most it falls somewhere 
around number 13 on the lisr of~ 
important. 
Enter a pair of white uncboos and char means sWn.s 
·:~ M~~~" l;11lv rbi., side ofa dum~ris going co wane 
anything co do with you. 
Boxers, on the ocher band. lack the contr0l char bric& 
give. bur on the plus side. they have a look of sophisricarion 
which Far Swpas1ieS the briefs. Boxers aid the laziness of man 
by providing a wAy bole" which men may utilize for, shall \.\'C 
say. waste managemem is.rues. 
The uuch of the marrer is char men feel uncomfortable 
discussing their underwear because ir allows ochers to know 
just a little coo much about chem. A lor CUl be rold about a 
guy by the rype of unmentionables he wears. Boxers mean 
you are laid back, briefs, a little uptight. 
Bur the difference berween men and women when it 
comes co chis topic is chat women gear their underwear 
cowards ~ "rute" and "sa:.y" and guys just wane comforr 
and co be able ro avoid "swamp ass"' ac all coses. 
Don't read too much into underwear, ic just covers 
up your bits and pieces. And if all else fails, 
go commando. 
APRIL McLAREN were the way co go. All chose prints are 
cure and fun. I chink ir 
sometimes says something about the 
guy when they wear certain prints. 
for example, prints of cure little animals may show 
hb ~v.eet side while plaid may mean they want a lircle 
spice in their life, bur not coo much co go overboald. 
Others can show their fun side \\ith carroons like 
Sponge Bob Square Panes or the Simpsons. 
While boxers can say something about the person 
wearing them, they just aren't as snug and revealing as 
boxer bric&. I think I was looking in a magazine a few 
years ago when I first ran aero~ boxer briefs. lr was a 
Calvin Klein ad with one of those amazingly good look-
ing male models. lo my surprise he was wearing chose 
snug yer rasreful lirclc undies we call boxer briefs. 
I think they're arrraaive because it shows a guy's shape 
and a lircle sneak peck co what be bas hiding under 
there. They aren't coo tight but just tight enough. 
While I am not a regular co check our guys 
in their underwear, if there are any problems where 
you guys need a female's opinion on underwear, I am 
always available! 
PREDICTIONS FROM THE ALL-KNOWING MAGIC 8 BALL 
Kegerator hopes 
and dreams 
Will THE EASTERN ART DEPARTMENT HAVE A SHOULD SHOP CV.SS IN HIGH SCHOOL 
KECERATOR OESICN CLASS IN THE NEAR 
FUTUREI 
~ SAYS· 
- IT IS CERTlllL 
Will KECERATORS BE Al LOWED IN THE RESI· 
DENO HALLS AS I ONG AS THEY SHARE THE 
BEER ONTAPI 
SAY5 
ASK AGAIN LITER. 
REQUIRE THE CONSTRUCTION Of A KECERA-
TOR IN ORDER TO BETTER PREPARE STUDENTS 
FOR COllECEI 
8 O.m...1 SOOD. 
Will DRJNl<JNG BEER FROM A KEGfRATOR 
LESSEN MY CHANCES Of IMPAIRING MY JUDGE· 
MP•iT ANO GAINl1'C A B£ER BELLY! 
')AYS 
WITHOUT A DOUBT. 
IS rt SOOAllY ACCEPTABLE TO DRINK OlRECT-
lY FROM THE TAI' Of A KECERATORI 
~ SAYS: 
- YES. 
SHOULD I DRINK TONICHTI 
~SAYS 
- AUSIGJIS 
POINT TO YES. 
STAFF April Mclaren •....•.•..•.• Verge editor Jeff Stauber •.••.•.••.•.. . Copy editor 
$34.50 
'Dozen 'Rose Svecia{ 
/ 
'}{o6{e P(ower S~.______. 
and §ifts 
www.nobleflowershop.com 
Mon - Fri 10-6 
Sat 10-4 
Exp. October 1, 2004 
Great Apartments 
*Balconies & Patios *Central Air 
* Apts. for 1, 2, 3, or 4 *Reasonable Utilities 
*Great Staff *24 Hour Maintenence 
*Laundry Facilities *Free Off-Street Parki 
*Swimming Pool & Sun Deck 
llncolnshire Apartments 
1uiiceU /Vke 
Quality Consignment for Home & Family 
New Fall Merchandise Arriving Daily 
All the Latest Styles at the Lowest Price 
1100 18th St. 
348-5803 
l\\-F 9a-5p Sat I Oa-4p 
Trim Tone'n Tan 
Two FREE Tan 
($16.00 Value) 
in Brand New Super Bed! withe purchase of any lotion ova-
$20.00•some restrictions apply 
Sunday's Tan for $3. 
348-5206 
Serving the Finest Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner 
·Homemade Soups 
·Dally Specials 
·Breakfast Served Anytime 
·All You Can Eat Specials 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK - FRIDAY & SATURDAY OPEN 24 
703 We& Lincoln Avenue 217-345-5070 -OutA 
L\X 
IELta CbiR USH 
Thursday 
Subway 
Sandwiches at 5pm 
... 
''''''"·········· 
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KEG ER-
eeping the keg icy without the ice is possible with a little know-how 
d the proper instruments that rival the common set-up substantially If you're like Jared Schaefer, a junior com-municirion studies major, who said, "build-
ing (a kegeraror) is a great idea, bur a lirrle coo 
expensive for my belt," rhere are plenty of 
ocher "coys" availabk for you to choose from. 
It; a coveted fact chat someone 
uld never scold ochers for cheir 
mg of an undesirable brand of 
Doing so would be a direct 
r 10 kindness. 
Ler's make one ching dear, these 
instructions will not cure cancer, 
stop world hunger or solve the 
AIDS crisis. But if ir is cold beer 
and rhe pocennal for applause chat 
you desire, chese are the step.~ that 
will help you to win at life. 
ing upon capacity and design. 
lf you're up co the challenge of 
building your own, a fridge can 
usually be purchased for $200-
$300. You'll wane to make sure rhe 
fridge will be able to support che 
required schematics for the draft 
tower and other necessary acces-
sories. 
che carbon dioxide tank and hav-
ing it inspected. 
~le keeps beer cooler longer and 
has a builr-in rapper char works a 
loc berrcr than a hand pump," he 
said. 
Ir makes for easy cleanup as well. 
lfbeer spills on it, it's easily wiped 
down. Plus, there's no need co 
scour the house for empty beer 
cans. 
Fining most 12 ounce regular an<l long 
neck lxmles is the parry shooter. This device, 
when fustened onto a beer, will accelerate the 
liquid's t1ow out of the botcle. A snrdy found 
that an "un-shoorered" beer rook eight sec-
onds co flow om completely. With che device, 
ir cook only chrec. Mach majors would agree 
rhar chis is a favorable increase (figures taken 
from www.drinkinghabir.s.com). So srop 
worrying about bulky bc.."er bongs. Friends 
will be awemuck when che pany shooter is 
pulled from your pockec. 
Howm!r, chis rule does hold one 
hie clause. If che said beer is 
, the acc.eptor of the faulty 
k has the right to severely 
the host or hostes.5 for an 
priare amount of rime. 
A kegeracor. in simplest terms, is 
a modified mmi-fridge wirh a rap-
per. In building one, che proud 
owner eliminates the need for ice-
buckers and always has a nifty place 
to store a keg. Boch of these posi-
tive aspects are in no relation to che 
inevirable praise builders will per-
ceive. 
Once che fridge is obtained. a 
draft rower and other parrs will 
need co be purchased. 
One Web site owner felc the 
project could be compleced for 
about $450. 
As always, the sea.ff of che Verge 
urges those partaking in alcoholic 
consumption co do so wisely. 
El-en in doing so, one may feel 
about che circumscance, bur More on the Web 
or she is still holding onto a 
beer. 
So what's it going co cost co 
build one of these bad boys? 
Nick Maggio, a sophomore 
graphic design major, was lucky 
enough co srumble upon a kegera-
ror chat his girlfriend's parents had 
stored away. After deaning it up, 
be replaced the hose for a dollar 
and spenc about $35 more filling 
www.inagad.com 
www.beveragefactor.com 
www.home.nyc..rr.com 
Another gadgec on the market is the boctle 
blaster. Like che parry shooter, this also firs 
most boccle si1.es. The device makes use of an 
air intake hole allowing one ro rum che beer 
upside down and select rhe speed of flow by 
moving a finger over the intake. Bottle 
blasters are fairly popular and can be found 
at various online retailers. 
Dispinted drinker, suffer no more. 
infurrnarion divulged in che fol-
will lead ro the creation of the 
beer on the planer. 
Prebuilt kegeracors can be pur-
chased through a mulcirude of 
online merchanrs and could run 
between $469 and $1,595 'depend-
ave young men really stopped watching prime-time? 
ur guys in a sports bar 
fer a play-by-play 
MONICA, Cali£ -They were gone. Now they're back. 
Ir they? 
rding to a Nielsen Media Research repon a year ago, droves 
aged 18 co 34, one of the most roveced demographic grou~ 
· had stopped watching prime-rime TY. 
!his summer, rhe boys scured to rerum, with an average of 
pcra:m of them watching prime-rime relevision, according to 
That's up from 24.7 percent a year catli.er. Mostly che guys 
11U1ing in co reality shows, sports and repeats of Comedy 
s hie "Chappelle's Show." 
the networks have a new fall crop of scripted series feacur-
men. But will the guys really watch "Jack & Bobby"? 
A.s.5ociaced Press needed to know, so it commissioned an 
y unscienrific survey of four guys in a bar. Noc just any 
l'C ialking Yankee Doodle's, a popular sporrs bar on Santa 
· ' Third Street Promenade. 
while chis srudy fell far shon of the AP's demanding 
standards, we did make a serious effort to find a diverse 
of young men for our faux foals group. 
business consulram Damon Hawkins, 30, rommercial 
Tariq Kamal, 26, aerospace engineer Marcus Reason, 25, 
IKlio engineer Jason Roberson, 30, all patrons of Yankee 
's and all card-carrying members of 1V's most elusive 
agt't:d to watch pilot capes provided by the networks of 
irw shows rargeced at them: ABC's "life as we know it" and 
e Savages," the WBs jack & Bobby," and "Oubhouse" 
we need ro put a few things out on our round cable: 
of che guys admitted up front they spenc three rimes more 
lllfing che Nee or watching rented movies chan they did in 
of the TY. 
~J Don't be Scared to 
- When they do watch che rube, they said it's usually runed to 
ESPN, Comedy Cenaal, the History Channel or UPN.-, No 
alcohol was ronsumed during the survey disaJssion. Only the 
opinions flowed. 
- In a candid exchange over nachos and sandwiches in a quiet -
or more accurately, les.5 noisy - comer ofYankee Dood1eS, our guys 
analyi.ed the prime-rime landscape and ralked about why they 
believe television has abandoned chem ... 
AP: Which of the shows you were asked to watch really caught 
your attention? 
Jason: "Jack & Bobby." "Clubhouse" was good. 
Marcus: It's a toss up between those cwo. 
Damon: "Complete Savages" and "Oubhouse." 
Tariq: "Savages" was funny and "Oubhouse." 
AP: So why is "Clubhouse" the unanimou.~ fiivorire? 
Damon: lc's sporrs. 
Jason: Its behind che scmes of baseball, the American dream. 
Marcus: And a dream job. 
Tariq: Probably for all of us. 
AP: Only two of you likod "Jack & Bobby?" 
Jason: I would watch it again. It set up a lot of qucscions and it 
was devedy done. It had potential ro go further. 
Marcus: It was ~. more incelleccually based. I liked it for char. 
Damon: 'That one didn't grab me - char whole looking-back-ac-
a-presidenc-as-a-kid thing. 
Tariq: I chought it was going co be (about) Jack and Bobby 
Kennedy. To find out that it's a drama rhac's supposed co make you 
think of that rumed me off. rm not a big Camelot fu:ak, but hisccr 
ry for me has always been interesting. 
P: Did 'life as we know it' bring back high school memories for 
any of you? 
Damon: le had no resemblance to any experiences I had in high 
school. 
Tariq: Me neither. We had like two girls rhac looked like (those 
acnesses) in all four years. (Laughrer.) 
Marcus: I rould sec being a teenager and probably watching chat 
show, but for me now, watching all these high schoolers go goo-goo 
over all these high school girls wasn't something I was into. 
Jason: I could barely gee through it. 
(At chis point, che bar crowd cheers loudly and our focus fellows 
briefly rum their acrenrion to a foorball game on a nearby big 
screen.) 
AP: Bet you all would rather be watching the game, huh? 
(Laughter, nodding). Well, a Nielsen report revealed guys 18-34 
would racher watch sporrs and DVDs than scripted 1V. Why? 
Damon: 1 come from ~n Afrlron-Arn..,;,,l,,. e"""f':H',; .. , ......1 l 
don't think char there are many shows that cater to what I'm inter-
ested in. Plus, che shows I do like don't lase. Maybe if you're lucky 
you gee two seasons. 
Marcus: So much of it seems co be the same. Honestly my lease 
favorite show was "Complete Savages." Ir seemed like another one 
of those half-hour sitcoms. 
Tariq: Same writers, same characters, same jokes. 
Jason: Same set design. 
AP: If you could, what kind of program would you develop? 
Tariq: Already have it. It's called "SporrsCenter." (All laugh and 
agree.) If someone were coming our with the next "Seinfeld," I'd 
give it a shot, but they're not putting anything good out there. 
Jason: The point is, there's no formula chat's going to catch our 
attention. 
Marcus: Were done with the sitcoms and the reality shows, we 
need something ... 
Damon: Ourside of che box. 
Macrus: Exactly, but something gearex:I coward guys our age and 
ideally, it would involve sports somehow. 
AP: But what's so great about watching sports on 1V? 
Jason: I have no due. I don'c like sports chat much, bur I'll go to a 
game. Its something about watching a game live, or iff m in a bar 
with a bunch of friends, then its fun. 
Damon: There's not roo many reasons men shout and scream, but 
you can do chat with sporrs. It's like ficedom. 
Marcus: 'That's it for me, the camaraderie, to get together with all 
of your friends and root for your team. lt's just great. 
Tariq: Its easier co take a personal inceresc in spores. You have a 
team, or players, chat you follow and its a complete surprise every 
time. 
Donna's Cleaners 
Now Offering Laundry ,Service 
$6.50 per 15 lbs. ~-
100/o off Dry Cleaning ('; 
'J, 
• We Separate and Fold Your Loads 
• Quick Turnaround Service 
• Full Service Cleaners 
704 Jackson Ave. 345-3454 
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Reach out, touch someone, fall over 
Drunk dialing 
is an epidemic 
Bv MEGAN JURINEK 
\ ERC.E REPORTFR 
Since alcohol was discovered and 
people have been communicating, 
there have been drunken oonversarions. 
The rdephonewas invenred in 1876; 
there have been 128 years in which peo-
ple could drunk dial friends, fumily, 
and, of cowse, ex-boyfriends and 
girlfriends. 
Drunk dialing is the aa of making 
~ing phone calls while inebri-
ated. 
However, what is rhe real art of 
drunk dialing and why does it happen? 
What is going on in a person's head that 
cells chem chis is a good idea? 
"I just say some stupid thin~ that I 
don't even know what I'm saying," 
Mike Ciccone, a freshman accounting 
major said 
"Last year I was visiting my brother 
and I had ro go co rhe baduoom, when 
a friend called me," Cicc.one said. 
While bracing himself against the 
wall, talking on the phone and using 
rhe fu:iliry all at the same time, 
Ciccone dropped his phone and 
watched ir bounce off the toilet seat, 
then decided to end the conversa-
tion. 
·~ut a week lacer I saw that friend 
and he cold me all about rhe conversa-
tion and I had no idea it ever took place. 
if \.\r:L Fun m find out that happened." 
he said. 
Here are seven general categories of 
d1e drunk call char a person can make. 
CALLING THE EX 
Calling up the ex because you just 
broke up with them and are not quite 
over it yet can be a huge mistake. Then 
a person can be left in the remainder of 
rhe evening on rhe phone because char 
ex wanes ro make sure you will call 
tomorrow so you can "talk things 
over. " 
The next rype of call is the one ro the 
ex that just broke up with you, which is 
probably even worse than calling up the 
ex char you broke up with. 
Then the rest of the night leads imo 
a lot of"why?" and "how oould you do 
this to me?" 
However, nor reaching rhe ex and 
getting their voicemail can cause a seri-
ous aise of voice novel. 
According to Wordspy.com, a 
voice novel is when one leaves an 
exrremely long message alJ011r whar 
chey did chat night, who chey saw, 
where they were, how che ex looked, 
how drunk they really are and so on 
and so forth. 
"I pretty much jusr ralk abour God 
knmvs what," Jenny Dubina, a soph-
omore elementary education major, 
said. 
"If someone passes me on the sueer, 
I'm like, 'Hey someone just passed me,' 
~d chey are like, 'Ok, we really don't 
care," Dubina said. 
Sometimes chis can become rhe 
beginning of the end of the night when 
it rums into the: emotional call. 
lOMY OF THE DRUNK DIA 
EMOTIONAL DIAL 
The emotional drunk dial- one of 
the seven deadly dials guaranmcxl co 
a1jn )DIJC njgbr and OUT)OJDe elsls 
night around you. Ir's almosc an expec-
tation your friends have co oomforr you 
in this so called "rime of need" when 
chances are you won't remember it in 
the morning. 
The emotional drunk dial happens 
when you're sad abour an ex, scepped in 
a mud puddle, thought it would be a 
good idea ro smash a beer can on your 
head, or all of the above in one night. 
BEST ENEMIES 
Number four, pushing your enemy's 
bunons. For some n:aoon when a per-
ILLUSTRATION BY .IO'Q.JIN OCHOA 
son becomes inebriat:ed, calling some-
one you hace seems like a great idea. 
le may pan ouc something like this. 
"Hey Nicole, where are you right 
nmy} Bcc111se I am ready ro rake ynu 
and all your nasry friends on!" 
This call can bring on what is known 
as rhe cell-yell, according co 
Woidspy.oom. 
This is when you yell on your cdl 
phone at the rop of your lun,gs and 
wonder why you have a sore throat in 
the morning. 
HUNGER DIALING 
Ordering food is also a classic drunk 
dial. Good thing delivery people know 
what chcy arc in fur on a Friday night. 
le is almost a sure her they will gee the" l 
Buy a 2x5 ad in the newspaper for only ~85.00!! 
That is ~27.50 off the usual price. You will also 
receive a ·f REE 2x2 ad around the family 
Weekend Schedule!! 
c;a.11 
want to order a large pixt.a." 
The problem oca.us when the 
is in a car and it's moving. 
"Would ir be ac all possible for} 
deliver dlar to a moving vehicle?" 
Next is the call the home call. A 
reason co only carry people's cell 
numbers around with you, is the 
taken home call. 
Trying to reach a fiiend and 
their home insread of their cell 
then w.iking up the entire fumily at 
in the morning can be frowned 
Dubina has made this call bdixt 
"I called my best friend's hoot 
cwo in the morning. I was supp<»: 
call her ac school, bur I called ha 
home and her mom was like 'Um. 
shes at school"' 
THE CONFESSIONAL 
Last but certainly not lease, the 
oonfusion. Pos.Mly the mosr 
drunk dial and the one you l10!' 
remember jn rbe momjog 
The calling of the random 
when intoxicated, can be a tricky 
Chances are, at the rime, you're 
no pain and just wam to say wN! 
your mind However, chis can 
awkwardness che next day and 
remembering why. But it was a 
idea at rhe rime, righc? 
Unexpected calls can also 
oommon call is the butt call. 
when you don't realize it, bul )ti 
sining on your phone and it calls 
one. according co Wordsp)(com. 
chances are you will be pare of 
these seven drunk dials. 
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State-tour stop in Chuck 
BY MECA1' J URINE~ 
>'ERC.E REPORTER 
In his early days Brian Gra.nse would plug in a cheap 
Sony microphone, fixed with masking cape co a bamboo 
fishing pole and sraked down inco a Folger's coffee can full 
or car litter and called it his fim microphone and stand. 
Now Granse is traveling around the state playing his 
guitar, inclucling Charleston. 
"J wanred to play in a college cown," Granse said. "I'm 
really excited co come and pla}~" 
He said his first ex~riences wirh music came at an early 
age because he grew up in house char always had a guitar or 
piano within reach. His family is also full of musicians and 
music F.ms which helped motivate him. 
ul played on my own ritne and since I wasn't being 
taught, I could play what I wanted. The only catch being 
rhar I didn't know how co play anything yec," Granse said. 
"Before long, I had conquered my most Favorite electric 
guitar riff of all time, the infamous intro co Jitni Hendrix's 
'Llrtle Wing'." 
Granse said now he plays 'contemporary folk.' as he 
would like co atll ic. 
"I could shout with joy, soften under blue skies, or rip 
with aggression. wharever rhe mood of rhe momenc, music 
could always reflect ic and explain ir all m such universal 
rerms. It was passion; ic was art." he said. 
Granse has cravded co Oregon and \Vyoming. Trying co 
make ic big wich his music career in the Wcsr wasn'r work-
ing for him and the gloomy wearhcr made ir hard co have 
a happy ourlook, so Granse moved back to Illinois. 
"Much remains to unfold, a whole lifetitne," he said. 
"My ocher hope is that I will cross parhs with the many 
friends of the past as I travel from place co place. Perhaps 
we will mcer again soon, somewhere, somehow." 
Granse will be performing at 8 p.m. Friday ar Jackson 
Avenue Coffee located ac 708 Jackson Ave., near the 
Square. PHOTO COURTESY CYt' BRIAN CRANS£ 
Homegrown contemporary folker Brian Granse will play a free show SaturdaJ. 
Chicago band initiates their college tour in Charleston 
BY RYAN HIGGINS 
STAFF WRITER 
Siderunners will be kicking off their col-
lege tour in Charleston at Friends & Co. 
Saturday. 
The college tour is co promote their new 
album they plan to start recording in early 
October. 
These Chicago natives are nor newcomers co 
the Charl~ron area and have played a few 
exciting shows ac Friends & Co. in rhe pasc. 
Last year they played a double set ac the 
Turkey Testicle Festival and were a linJe disap-
• pointed in rhe Aavor of the testicles. 
'Tve eaten fried tesricles lx:forc anc.J tht.J' 
weren't bad," band member Nace Van Allen 
said. "Bur I didn't gee one umil after che show 
and I ended up with a boiled one char casted 
like shir." 
With a genre of music labeled "alt-country," 
the Sidcrunners have heavy influences in metal 
and punk mixed with a lircle bic of jazz, and of 
course, some country. 
Siderunners don't especially like doing cov-
ers, but they occasionally play some Hank 
Wuliams and like co put their own flavor into 
Queen's "Fat Bottom Girls". 
"If the people come co have as good as a 
titne as we do, chen we always have a good 
rime playing a show." Van Allen said. 
Saturday's show will be caped for an upcoming 
documemary on rhe band which will be available 
on their Web sire, www.siderunners.com. Fans 
will be able co rake part in the documentary with 
support for the band and inrerviews char will be 
on the documentary. 
The Siderunners have played shows all over 
the Midw~r area, ~u.c they e5~i1lllY like play-
ing shows in their hometown of Ghicago. 
This past New Year's Eve, SiJerunners 
played an exciting hour. opening for che 
Violent Femmes at the Metro. 
Besides pla)ing at Chicago favorite. such as 
The Metro ;tnd Double Door, Siderunners 
also play at lesser known spocs such as The 
Hideout. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.THf.SIDERUNNERS.CO.\.I 
Straight out of Chicago, The Siderunners will make an appearance Friday at Friends & Co. 
In the upcoming show the band will be 
playing old favorites along with some ne.,.. 
material which can be heard on their newest 
album. 
In November they will be playing at The 
Hideout in Chicago every Friday night. 
The Outlaw Family Band will open for 
Siderunners, taking the scage at 10 p.m. Cover 
charge is $3. 
Slhlrday with The Outlaw Family Band, after playing a show in Carbondale Friday. The band's last 
Nlease, "Ain't' lnventin' the Wheel," is a prime example of the affemative country genre. 
Oops, did Britney Spears really do it again? 
8Y THE AssoctATID PRESS 
LOS Angeles - So, clid she or didn't 
she? And is she or isn't she? 
Brimey SpcaIS mosc definitely got 
married Lase week, People magazine 
rqx>ns in its Oct. 4 is.rue filled witb 
piaures of the pop Star and her fiance, 
Kevin Federline, in wedding apparel 
and surrounded by family and friends. 
Wbar tbe couple clidn't do, accord-
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ing ro the Los Angeles County regis-
trar's office, is file a marriage license 
after tbe ceremony. 
No big deal. says a member of che 
singer's camp who declined co be 
quoted by name. 
"They're scheduled to file it next 
week," she cold The Associated Press 
Wednesday. 
SpcaIS told People magazine essen-
tially the same thing. 
"I know were not completely legal 
until we file the license, which we'll do 
nexr week." the 22-ycar-old pop star 
said. "Bur in a real sense, a spirirual 
sense, we're married" 
Federline, 26, said the delay was 
caused when che couple moved their 
wedcling date up to Sept. 18 as word 
Leaked out that they were planning to 
be married on Oct. 16. 
Moving the date up a month, be 
'f\\"rsd")bA' art 's .,,_r. 
.. ~ .. C/!!. y 
~,.,. &yros w/ Fries •Sn 
$250 Miller Lite 20oz Football Glasses 
$2 Refills 
$175 Kamakazi 
$2 Bottles 
said, didn't give their lawyers time to 
finish their prenuptial agreement. 
"It's done (now)," he said. 
The couple said their lawyers cold 
chem that they have 90 days to file the 
license. 
In January. Spears married childhood 
6iend Jason Alexander in a surprise 
wedding in Las Vegas. Thar marriage 
was annulled 5 5 hours larer. 
SpcaIS and Federline held a small 
wedding at a Sruclio City home, keep-
ing even tbe singer's parents and sib-
lings in tbe dark until hours before tb.e 
c.eremony. 
Federline said his 2-ycar-old daugh-
ter from a previous relationship, who 
was to be tb.e wcdcling's Bower girl, 
~the event because he feared if he 
canceled her previously planned trip to 
Disneyland that day the reason would 
leakouc. 
RUSHs· . Pi 
Join the men of m ~the ladies of EIU 
McDonald's Cheeseburgers 
6pm-gpm a! Lil house 
956 6th ~treet 
•3 Time Intramural Champs 
•Reigning Homecoming Champs 
•aig&UHle Mens Tugs Champs 
For info/rides call the house 345-9523 
or Joe@708-710-2418 
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Ways to leave your mark and not be forgotten 
GUIDE TO 
BETTER LIVING 
DAVID THILL 
ASSOCIATE VERGE EDITOR 
Far coo often we go through life quiecly. never 
making a fuss or causing a ruckus. This is a 
shame, as year after yt"ar we lose friends and 
family that are all too easily forgoccen. 
But why? Why do people full through the 
cracks and pass on without being remembered? 
Why not leave your mark on society? Because 
people might shun you, or you simply don't have 
the gusto? 
I say leave your mark. 
BUILD A STA UE. I OF YOURSELF. 
Why wait until you have long since died co 
have a monument builr in your honor? Besides, 
''Why do people fall through 
the cracks and pass on without 
being remembered?" 
you know char scarue is going to be erecred by 
someone else who didn't know you. Why would 
you wane a srarue of yourself made char depiccs 
you in an "honorable light." 
Let's be honest, if you builr a scarue, it would 
be crue. What's more glorious chan a 12-foor 
dedication to your bath robe-laden glory. 
I say go gee yourself a heaping pile of maca-
roni and some super glue and go co cown. Make 
sure co not prepare the macaroni firsc, the glue 
doesn't stick as well to the cheesy sauce. Watch 
ouc though, birds might begin co pick at your 
face so place your noodle masterpiece far away 
from any crees. 
STOP TRAFFIC CREATIVELY. 
Why cross at the cross walk? le seems co me ro 
be an unm.'Cessary way to keep you inside the 
lines. So I surmise you cross che screec back-
wards, on your hands, naked. 
Hear me our. 
Nothing says "forgt.i: me nor" like a nude 
hand walker crossing a busy meet. 
And if possible you should even cry co skate-
board on your hands while doing so. 
Too many people shuffie across the avenue 
like a herd of cattle. Ir is boring and coo everyday 
robe fun. 
So, even though "the man" rnighc cell you 
skateboarding on your hands backwards and 
in the buff across the screec may be highly ille-
gal. it is also highly hilarious... and memo-
rable. 
LI LIKE A RUG. 
Nobody likes a liar. Thar is, unless, rheir lies 
are entertaining ro all. 
It scares simply enough. Jusc cell a local 
newspaper that you recently found ouc your 
vagrant mother was once intimate with ch~ 
Prince of Pop. 
From there ic is just a hop, skip and a jump 
co Oprah. Bend the cruth a lircle more, shed a 
few tears and who knows, you might be able ro 
get a new car our of it ... if her audience cm 
then why can't the emotionally cortured off. 
spring of an eccentric pop scar? 
And, if all else fails, you can just find some W3} 
ro gee thrown in co jail ... at lease your family won't 
soon forget thac one. 
Future movie must-sees include the newly-released Star Wars 
COMING ATIRACTIONS: 
"Fantastic Four" 
Release Dare: July 1, 2005 
Off the heels of a huge rel~ for Marvel 
Comics second "Spiderman" film comes 
another of the character driven company's 
beloved creations, the "Fantastic Four." Next 
summer, Michael Chiklis (TV's "The Shield"), 
Tfan Gruffi.idd (King Anhur), Jessica Alh2 
("Alias," "Honey") and Chris Evans ("Not 
Another Teen Movie") will bring life to the film 
versions of the first family of comic books. 
NipfI'uck scar Julian McMahon will play the 
Four's vile arch nemesis Dr. Doom. The 
younger members of the cast will need to step 
up their game to make this movie a success. 
Chiklis will serve as a phenomenal Ben Grimm 
(a.k.a. The Thing), and Gruffudd (pronounced 
Griffths) should do well as Reed Richards 
(a.k.a. Mr. Fantastic). Director lim Stoey has 
had a caste of success with "Barbershop," so ac 
this point "Fantastic Four" shows promise. 
Marvel is still yet co come up shore since 
redefining the Superhero genre with "Blade." 
The "X-men" and "Spiderman" franchises pro-
vide cwo of the best sequels ever made and one-
shocs such as "Hulk" and "Daredevil" are 
exquisitely done. Handled with care, "FF" 
should continue the ccend. 
"Scar Wars Episode ill: Revenge of the Sith" 
Release Dare: May 19, 2005 
Following this week's release of the original 
"Scar Wars" Trilogy will be the film thac com-
pletes the eruire saga. "Revenge of the Sith" 
should be littered with darkness as the evil 
Galactic Empire comes co power and Hayden 
Christensen's Anakin Skywalker completes his 
cransformatioo into the insidious Darth Vader. 
The past two "prequel" films have been received 
with mixed feelin~ buc chis film carries with it a 
certain charisma that came lace with the other 
two films. "Revenge of the Sith" pays homage to 
a scarcely used early promotional title of Lucas' 
Episode VI, "Revenge of the Jedi." "Episode ill" 
will herald the rccurn of the dominating cone of 
James Earl Jones' Darth Vader as well as a con-
firmed appearance from che mighty Chewbacca. 
As the final chapter in the "Star Wars" saga, 
"Revenge of the Sith" is monumencal. This film 
doses one of the greacest scories ever told on the 
big screen. No matter how disappointed the fun 
or moviegoer, co miss chis at its theatrical release 
is to miss morion picrure history. 
RECOMMENDED SOUNDTRACK: 
"The Committnents" 
The amusing and original 1991 Irish film "The 
Committnents" paid homage co the inescapable 
power of early American chythm and blues. The 
film focuses on the trials and tribulations of a 
self-destructing Irish blues group. "The 
Commitments." Over the cou.rse of a 
not-so-long and exceedingly rocky road, chc 
group manages co belc ouc some srunning 
renditions of several American blues classics. 
"Mustang Sally" sets the rone for the entire disc 
with the forceful voice of Andrew Strong. 
Scrong lends his extraordinary vocal calents 
to several other tracks including "Take Mero 
the River" and "Try A Little Tenderness," yec he 
is not all that "The Commitments" has to offer. 
Angeline Ball and the group's other female 
singers each get a moment in the spotlight 
rounding ouc the album with their moving 
vocals. American R&B laid the foundation for 
what became rock 'n' roll. Bands such as !M 
Beatles and Rolling Scones were not only 
influenced by many of these classic son~, but 
performed cover versions of a few themselves. 
"The Commitments" delivers the soulful 
power that makes this music so passionate; 
see to it -the album is delivered into your 
CD collection. 
CONCERT I EVENT CALENDAR Fall Out Boy with Red Hot Valentines, The Academy Is. .. and Gym Class 
Heroes 
The Uptowner 
9p.m. 
Friday, Sept 24 
Mason Jennings and Doxy 
canopy Club 
Advance tickets S6 7 p.m. 
Brtan Granse 
Jackson Ave. Coffee 
8p.m. 
Tough and Lovely 
Friends & Co. 
$3cover 
10 p.m. 
Saturday, Sept 25 
Canopy Club 
Advance tickets $10 
9p.m. 
Monday, Sept Zl 
Monday Nights Rocld presented by 93.5/95.3 Tiii 
Rock 
Siderunners with The Outlaw Family Band 
Friends & Co., $3, 10 p.m. 
Sunday, Sept 28 
All-Acoustic Sunday 
Featuring Solar Rhythm Band 
featuring Great Local Rock Bands 
This Week: Plst and Slaverelgn Nation 
canopy Club 
9p.m. 
The Warbler Wants You! 
Help the 2004-2005 yearbook capture 
Eastern students ''Live and Unplugged!" 
Paid positions available for writers, 
designers, 
editors, and marketing representatives. 
If interested call Alison Personette or Carly Mu/lady 
at Student Publications 
581-2812 or Warblereiu@hotmail.com 
I ,_,. 
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'Evil' a rare videogame 
to movie success 
II DAVID THILL 
lllOCIATf VERGE EDITOR 
Far mo ofcen movie srudios find the 
lllllsirion from a video game ro a 
lll.!jor motion picrure rarcly works. 
The production of such films is 
lllUa!ly marred by the inability ro 
make a logical plot, as the plots of 
oo~ games, while great for the game, 
in: fur roo amazing for belief when 
placed on a 50-foor screen. 
Another one of rhe problems 
occurs when the sru<lios find they can-
001 cast acrors co correaJy poruay the 
dwacrer roles &om the game. 
I refer ro such monumenral flops as 
'Street Fighter: The Movie," "Super 
Mario Bros.," and the worse offender 
of all, "Double Dragon." 
However, every now and again, the 
11211Sirion can be made. As is the case 
•1th "Resident Evil: Apocalypse." 
The film, sequd co "Resident Evil," 
CKeeds the standard sec by the first 
6lm in leaps and bounds. 
The "Residenr Evil" video game 
rries has been frightenmg gamers for 
nwly eight years now and has more 
dun ~en games co boast about. 
The popularity of the franchise is 
'llnat makes the move to a film such a 
iouchy topic. 
Fans of the series are very protec-
me of the game rhey have dedicated 
months of their lives co. And with 
die forthcoming "Resident Evil 4" 
~n ro hie shelves, eyes have once 
again been turned co the ride which 
has become a scaple of video gam-
ing. 
The film focuses on Alice (Milla 
Jovovich), the main character of che 
fim film. Alice. head of security for 
'the Hive," a secret inscallation hid-
den deep beneath Raccoon Ciry, was 
the sire of a major accident in the 
first film. An accident which left 
anployecs of che Hive exposed to 
die T-virus, an ex:perimenral chemi-
al which brings che dead back co 
life. 
After investigating, battling 
ihrough and escaping the Hive, 
)lvovich is captured by the Umbrella 
Corporation, the company chat owns 
md operates che Hive, as well as 
anploys Jovovich. 
The company runs scvcral experi-
•
.. 
y:...~a 
,...,. 
,,, ,,. 
Movie: 
RESIDENT EVIL: 
APOCALYPSE 
GRADE: A-
ments on Jovovich and when she 
awakens she finds that Umbrella has 
reopened the Hive and exposed all of 
the dry to the virus. 
Umbrella, finding they cannot con-
tain the virus, quarantines the ciry, 
leaving several thousand civilians 
inside, not to mention Jovovich as 
well as several other Umbrella 
employees. 
The film is more action-packed 
chan the firsc, eliminating some of the 
dull points char hampered the previ-
ous movie. 
Jovovich takes on a darker, more 
brooding persona in chis film which 
gives her character an air of confi-
dence that was lacking in the original. 
The introduction of ocher charac-
ters from the "Resident Evil" games, 
characters such as Carlos Oliviera 
(RE: Code Veronica), Jill Valentine 
(RE: 2), and Nicholai Sokolov (RE: 
Nemesis). 
Brain-earing zombies aside, the 
main villain in chis film, other chan 
the evil Umbrella, is Nemesis, another 
of Umbrella$ experiments. 
The film's dialogue is a bit weak at 
points, bur overall it was solid. 
The characters were dead on, 
though, which made the film seem as 
true co the games as it could be. 
The film was action-packed, full of 
frightening moments and comic relief 
in just the right places. 
.. Resident Evil: Apocalypse" is a fun 
film for movie lovers and lovers of the 
game alike. 
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RECRUITMENT 
TRUTH · COURAGE · FAITH 
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<l Thurs- BackYard Bash! Cookout! 
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Flawed hero is recipe for good film 
BY JEFFERY TISCHAUSER 
STAFF WRITER 
Man on Fire, available on DVD, is 
awesome-grade 'A' quality. Den7.d 
Washington and Christopher Walken 
give incrcdiblt: porcrayals of their char-
acters. Combine cwo awesome actors, 
squeeze a good performance our of 
child actrc:$ Dakoca Fanning, add an 
equally compelling presentation by 
Radha Mitchdl and the audienc.e has 
a great flick full of action, suspense and 
violenc.e-lots of violence. 
Where rhe mm~e succeeds from 
ocher Hollywood mdodramas is chac 
the good guy has Aaws. Creasy 
(Washington), is a bum-<>ur special 
ful're'> solider cumed merreaary. He has 
no reison ro live. He ~ heavily and 
is haunted by his pasc, making him sui-
cidal. A rona:med friend offers him a 
security job ID proa:a the Balletto funi.. 
ly of Naples. 
Evidently child abductions are 
prominent in Iraly. with children of 
the dices especially rargeted. The 
beautiful wife ofbusine$rnan &tore, 
Ri.ka Balletto(Micchell), convinces 
her husband to hire protection for 
their daughter Pita(Fanning). Down 
on his luck, &tore is hesitant co 
wasce money. He questions rhe like-
lihood of their child getting abduct-
ed, but hires protection ro please his 
wife. 
Creasy becomes very fond of Pita. 
Ac firsr, the emotionally wrecked 
bodyguard does nor allow himself co 
talk co Pira-keeping his relation-
ship with her srrictly business. 
Evenrually, his characcer grows inco 
Pira's own driver/butt-kicking nanny. 
He starts co converse with Pica and 
forms a Fatherly bond wich her. In 
essence, Pica is the first decent person 
char has come his way in a long cime. 
The rest of the movie is typical 
action-packed Hollywood. Ir takes 
about half the movie to reach the 
action, bur the beginning provides the 
audience with greac characrer-driven 
scenes, which don't disappoint. 
Creasy's relationship with Pita is 
explored and enhances the commit-
menc Creasy has cowards her. This 
movie could have had the typical 
acrion heroes-Willis or Scallone. 
Movie: 
MANON 
FIRE 
Glm : A 
However, because of rhe growing rela-
tionship between Creasy and Pjra, the 
role of Creasy is only suited for an 
accor like Washington. The relation-
ship becwc:en Creasy and Pira gives 
the scory more heart, which gives the 
audience greater apprecia.rion for 
Creasy's mission ro save Pita. 
After che kidnapping. there is no 
other characrer growth within the 
movie. Creasy degenerates back co 
his former self. He is angry and will 
accomplish his mission ac any cost. 
Creasy corrures and mutilates 
numerous criminal pawns. The tor-
ture and fighc scenes are che best. 
Creasy becomes che "man on fire," 
an Iralian phrase for a man on a vio-
leuc vendetta. 
Stuck in a love triangle 
BY l<AlnYN KINGSTON 
STAFF WRITER 
Whac drew me co chis particular 
book was the picture on the &one. 
Silly I know, bur I am a sucker for 
che medieval period, and I knew 
&om the moment 1 saw the book 
chac ic was going to be a winner. As 
far as books go, it was son of like love 
ac firsc sight. 
The scory begins after che protag-
onist is already dead. Ir is apparent 
from the dialogue between rwo 
women (who turn out to be nuns), 
the woman lying on che morgue's 
cable spent her last days inside che 
walls of a convent. 
1bis led me, as it would mosc 
readers, to believe the woman in 
question would not have led a very 
interesting life, bur chis idea could 
not have been farther from the truth. 
Whar cranspi.res is a rale of love, 
scandal, war, d~t and bcttayal, all 
rolled. into one 400-pagc novel 1bis 
may sound like a loc, buc it's a very 
quick read. Think Harry Porcer. 
Alessandra is 14 ~ old wheQ 
her rather, a prominenr doth mer-
chant, brings a painter co their 
Florence home co adorn the walls of 
the family chapel. Although 
Alessandra is female and is noc sup-
posed co paint or be overly educated, 
she is born with the ralenc for art and 
cannot keep from drawing. Even 
though everyone in the household, 
especially the servants, do everyching 
in their power to keep the young girl 
and the paincer apart to preserve 
Alessandds "innocence" for che mar-
riage her f.uher is arranging, they find 
moments here and there ro meer. 
The painter is painfully shy, but 
gradually Alessandra draws him out. 
Just as th.inf; start to heat up and the 
read.er feels like these two might get 
together, Alessandra is married off to 
a much older, influential man who 
Alessandra lat.er learns, after their 
horrifying wedding night. is homo-
Book: 
• i} hi ..,n,,,_ ,....,, 
THE Bll<TH 
OF VENUS 
GRAD£: A 
sexual. This man cums ouc co be the 
lover of Alessandra's older brother, 
and they were married to keep him 
from being accused and cried for 
sodomy in che religious fervor being 
spread through Florence. 
Even though che city is in rurmoil, 
at war wich themselves and burning 
"sinners" ac the stake left and right, 
Ale::mndra finds the inner strength 
co pursue not only her love of an, 
bur also her heart. Does she end up 
with the painter? I gu~ you will 
have to pick the book up and read it 
you.csclves! 
EASY WASH LAUNDRY 
1 QTH AND LINCOLN 
NEWLY REMODELED WITH AIR-CONDITIONING 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
5 SIZES OF WASHERS 
NEW WASHERS LET YOU CHOOSE YOUR PRICE 
NEW SUPERSIZED DRYERS 
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Fashion to·the T (shirt, that is) 
BY APRIL Mcl.AltEN 
VERGf EDITOR 
We wear them when we can't find anything 
else co wear. We wear them because it's our 
favorite. We wear them when it's hot and we 
wear them when its cold. We wear them co 
dcess nice and we wear chem to bum around in. 
Regard.less, we all have that favorite T-shirt we 
can wear for any occasion and there is probably 
a good chance you would have an incredibly 
hard time departing with it, because T-shirts are 
here co stay. 
"I chink they're (always) going co be around," 
Valerie Weidner, a family and consumer sci-
ences graduate srudenr, said. i chink they are 
used on a lot of college campuses." 
Weidner is rather familiar with T-shirts, con-
sidering she is the vice president of TAG.A, 
the Technical Association of the Graphic Arts. 
She said she stumbled upon printing and 
designing T-shirrs by "fluke" when she went to 
a conference lasr year. As a F.unily and con-
sumer scienc.c major she was looking for a tex-
tile printer to prim on fabrics. 
"I got really imeresred in printing," she said. 
"There's more into the production than the 
design." 
T-SHIRT WISHES 
Weidner said she has seen a number of vari-
eties of T-shirts including residence hall floor 
shins, bar shins and various shirts for campus 
organizations. 
She recalled a few favorites TAG.A. has 
designed. 
"Pemberton-too old," and "Chicks on six," 
and a picrure of a chicken on the back that said 
"Shake your cail feathers," have all left humor-
ous memories in her head. 
Regard.less of what shins she has seen 
designed from T.AG.A. or around campus, she 
said she can tell a lot by a person by what kind 
ofT-shin they wear. 
"!e's a sign of character," she said. "Ir's a way 
to express yow:self." 
Senior psychology major Laura Bosserman 
said she can also reU a Urtle bit of something by 
a person's T-shirt. 
"It shows if they have a sense of humor or 
not," she said. 
For example, she can cell the diffurence of a 
prep compared to a hippie. 
Her favorite T-shirt of all time was a picrure 
ofW1Sconsin's scare bird as a really big mosqui-
to. 
"[f you have ever been co Wisconsin, you 
would understand," she laughed. 
AND SARCASTIC DREAMS 
MATT TOLENE 
If l owned a T-
sh i rt company 1 
would make sure r 
would scay in the 
business as long as 
!)ossil1le because a 
job Like char seems 
fun and inceresting. 
I would look for 
SENIOR PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION MAjOR new ideas and new 
sry!es so I could stay 
on cop of the game. 
As the owner of a T-shirr company, 
working along side the workers is 
something [ would not be troubled 
by. I would be a team player and take 
even·one's suggestion imo accounr. 
I would go out of my way co make 
che mosr bomb-ass T-shirt anybody 
has ever seen in the world. I am seri-
ous when I say that and ifl come up 
shins that say things like, "South 
Korea's got Seoul." That is the way"co 
go if you ask me. Funny shirts or 
weird shires say something about that 
person's personality and/or style. 
I would definitely use a very soft 
&bric, like the kind they use in paja-
mas. The reason behind making my 
shim comfortable is only because l, 
myself. like comfortable cloches. See, 
chat is wbere people will get a sense of 
what I am all about - by seeing what I 
bave ro offer them. It is a beautiful 
thing, really. 
I do not chink I would go for the 
sexy vibe because ] think representing 
a sryle is more important then repre-
seming sex appeal. I would also steer 
clear of inappropriate and offensive 
shins, too. Those shirts are simply so 
waclc rhere's gona be a jack back for 
d1e wack arrack. 
Moving on, lee's talk about price. 
Other favorites she has seen are a woman's 
shirr saying "NO TOUCH" across the chest or 
"Quit staring at my boobs,"·in very small writ-
ing in the top right-hand comer of the shirt. 
If she could design any shire possible, 
Bosserman would have it say, "It's not my 
birthday, kiss me." 
Bosserman agrees with Weidner and said T-
shirts are here today and for the fucure. 
"There's always a high-school girl wbo will 
wear one," she said. 
In addition to Boor T-shirni and campus 
organization T-shirrs, there are other shires 
known as novelry T-shirts saying things such as 
"Princess," "Angel," "Hortie," and "Goddess." 
Katie Torbik, a senior elementary education 
major, is rather opposed ro such shirts. 
"I don't buy chem because chose people are 
just scarving for attention," she said. 
Torbik said she much rather prefers a solid-
colored cee or with something simple primed. 
Her favorite shirt is one chat says "Chicago," 
because it represencs where she is from. 
If she could design any T-shirt, she would 
have it simply say" 1983." 
Why you ask? While she said "jusc cause," ir 
may have someching co do wich the year she 
was born. ]use a wild guess. 
On the other hand, her boyfriend Clud 
Morrell, a senior computer information sys-
tems major, prefers his old, worn out, bleacb-
scained Aerosmith shirr. 
"It's bad ass," he said. "I love Aerosmirh." 
Morrell said he doesn't wear a T-shirt because 
it looks good, he wears it because he likes it. 
So whether it's a shin supporting the greck 
communicy, a viocage band shire or a novelty 
one-word T-shirt, T-shins will continue to be a 
pan: of everyday fashion c:xpres.Wg everyday per· 
sonalities. 
T-shirts for 
every taste are 
available to 
express your 
deepest feelings, 
recount your 
favorite cartoon 
line or insult 
passersby at 
your whimsy. 
n1 would like 
to be known 
as the guy 
who brought 
T-shirts to the 
next level of 
To me chis issue is just as important as 
the sryle itsel£ Simply pur, I would 
not sell anything over $10 a shirt. I 
stopped buying shirts at the mall 
because one shirt would cost me $20 
ro $40 and I do not roll with that kind 
of funding, so I ventured out co what 
is known as the thrift store. 
QUOTE THIS 
f h. " 2 as ion . . , ii 
short then finC', .~use the sky is the 
limit when iclo T-shirrs. 
I would like known as the guy 
who 1~ought ~·· co the next level 
of fashion. f, · 
I lµve seen.~ brands make a 
plain shirr and· h:ive a logo on the 
chest. To me that really is not a shirt; 
ic is more of a billboard. I can't sup-
port that kind of company because to 
me those designers have lose the sense 
of people trying co exprC$ their own 
scyle and replaced ic with billboard T-
~·hircs to influence others by it. 
A T-shirt to me should be unique 
and not mass-produced, which make 
it less special. However, I do like the 
newer shirr makers, coming ouc with 
This heavenly place saved me, so to 
speak. Coming home with bags of 
shirts for under $5 really saved my 
once pathetic wardrobe. Ifl could nor 
run a T~ company selling for $10 
i~;;;~,;; 
e~, 1 e I would try to Start 
char up because I think there would be 
a ~for eustomized T's. I would 
definitdy be a little more than hesi-
tant to scan a women's clothing line 
solely because I am not one. 
Not being a girl, I do not think I 
would be comfortable making some-
thing chat r would never wear. But 
who knoW3, maybe I would try ir and 
so many girls would love my ideas, 
something like that might change my 
mind. 
What is the funniest T-shirt 
you have ever seen? 
Lindsey BaJdwin Scott Begen Matt BenUey Ron Grigsby Brian Janak Matt King 
--marketing freshman sophomore sophomore sophomore junior 
major education major engllsh major history major marketing major education major 
*Do you know "A shirt that says "A shirt that says "Pardon me, do "I'm here for the "I'm gonna get 
where your 7astesllke ... ' The Mexican you have any gang bang" lucky in 
boyfriend is? with a picture of Cousin' with a cheap yellow Kentucky." 
Because I do" a big chicken on picture of the must.ard7" 
it." drunk bumble 
bee from "The 
Simpsons" on it." 
